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Temperature is a major factor affecting plant growth and development at all
stages. The objectives of this study were to investigate the temperature effects on all
aspects of soybean growth and development. Five experiments were conducted at a wide
range of temperatures under optimum water and nutrient conditions at specific growth
stages. Two cultivars, Asgrow AG5332 (AG) and Progeny P5333RY (PR) from MG V
with different growth habits, were used. All studies except the seed germination were
conducted in sunlit plant growth chambers under optimum water and nutrient conditions.
The seed germination experiment was conducted in a temperature-controlled incubator.
Germination traits were measured during seed germination studies. In other experiments,
plant growth, developmental rates, gas exchange parameters, and seed yield and quality
were measured. Cultivars did not differ for seed germination and emergence traits.
Quadratic functions best described time to 50% germination seed germination and
emergence rates. The three cardinal temperatures for seed germination were 8.56°C
(base) 27. 96°C (optimum) and 46.92°C (maximum). The base and optimum temperature
for seed emergence were 10.6 and 36.7°C, respectively. During the early-season, 0-21

days, root and shoot growth parameters responded similar temperature responses, the root
traits have a lower optimum (29.91°C) than the shoot parameters (36.56°C). Cultivars
varied in their response to temperature during vegetative development, particularly for
growth parameters, and the temperature optimums for various parameters. Node addition
rate was not different among the cultivars but increased with increase in temperature. The
flowering time (R1) from emergence showed quadratic trends with an increase in
temperature up to 28°C and increased slightly at the higher temperatures. The PR
cultivar, on an average, took 15 additional days to reach flowering compared AG cultivar
across temperatures. Pod and seed yield and individual seed weight and harvest indices
showed quadratic trends with maximum values at 25.82 °C for AG and 23.36 °C for PR.
The functional algorithms could be helpful for management and in improving crop
models.
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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Soybean History
Soybean, Glycine max L. Merr., is a legume crop related to groundnuts (peanuts),
peas, and alfalfa. It is included in the category of oilseed, which is a general reference to
crops that can produce edible and non-edible oil from seeds in economic quantities.
Soybean can grow and produce yield in a wide variety of climatic and soil conditions,
greater than any many of other major crop in the world. It differentiates by having 40%
protein and 20% oil in seed, which is the highest protein and oil contents output of crop
compared with other cultivated crops in the world (LiJuan and RuZhen, 2010).
Soybean is native to the northeastern half of China. The first record of
domestication come from the 11th century, when the Chinses started using soybean seed
for a direct meal or as products (Hymowitz and Shurtleff, 2005). Also, the annual wild
soybean, Glycine soja, is grown and distributed in China. Asian countries including
China, South Korea, North Korea, Japan, Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam have the
longest history of growing and producing soybean.
In the early 18th century, soybean first arrived in the United State. In 1765, a
producer named Samuel Bowen introduced Chinese vetches and soybean into the Colony
of Georgia after he obtained seed from China (Hymowitz and Harlan, 1983). The US
Department of Agriculture began experimenting with soybean in 1900 to evaluate its
1

potential benefits and recommend for farmers to plant. The first time in history the word
soybean can be found in literature was by Dr. James Mease in 1804 (Hymowitz and
Shurtleff, 2005). In the 1950s, soybean production rapidly increased, and the U.S. led the
world in soybean production (Haymowitz, 1970) followed by some of South American
countries.
Soybean Production
World soybean production increased linearly after the 2nd half of last century due
to an increase in planting area and productivity. Countries like the U.S., Brazil, and
Argentina have significantly impacted soybean production by using technology and
resource management; however, other countries still need to evolve. World production
estimates in 2017 were near 337 million tons, with the U.S. contributing by 119.5 million
tons. Similarly, Brazil produced nearly 119.5 million tons while Argentina, China, and
Paraguay produced 37, 14.2, and 10 million tons, respectively (USDA, 2018). Soybeans
are produced commercially in the U.S. in more than 30 states. Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota,
and North Dakota have the highest soybean planting and harvesting area compared to
other states. Mississippi planted more than 2 million acres of soybean in 2017, around 2%
of the U.S acres (USDA, 2018).
Soybean Maturity Groups and Growth Habits
The maturity groups’ pattern for distribution of adaptation from north to south is
due primarily to variances in sensitivity to photoperiod (Cober et al., 1996; Scott and
Aldrich, 1970). Based on the time of flowering and physiological maturity, which are
essential agronomic characteristics that determine the plant's geographical adaptation,
2

soybean has been categorized into 13 Maturity Groups (MG). MGs 000, 00, and 0 are the
earliest in maturity, and they adapted in southern Canada (Cober and Voldeng, 2001)
while MGs I and II are grown in the northern region of the U.S. Further south in the U.S.,
MGs III, IV, V, and VI are successfully grown. MG VIII is the latest grown cultivar in
the continental the U.S. (Hartwig, 1970); however, MGs IX and X have been classified as
latest MGs because they flower later than MG VIII when grown in the South. In
Mississippi, MGs V, VI and VII were used in the conventional soybean productions
systems (Heatherly, 1999); however, last two decades, MGs IV and V were taken place
in most of planting acres (Heatherly and Spurlock, 1999; Orlowski and Irby, 2017).
Maturity group III introduced to Mississippi to utilize early-season rains and avoid lateseason drought (Orlowski and Irby, 2017; Walker et al., 2010).
Soybean plants follow two growth habits: determinate and indeterminate.
Determinate plants terminate stem growth and development at flowering initiation or
shortly thereafter (Bernard, 1972); indeterminate plants continue growth and
development of stem and leaf production after flowering begins. Soybean determinate
cultivars are mostly adapted to the U.S. Midwest of the U.S. while indeterminate
cultivars are widely adapted in the other area (Robinson and Wilcox, 1998). Each growth
habit responds differently to environmental factors and managements practices (Beaver
and Jonson, 1981; Ablett et al., 1989). The biomass and yield of these two types vary
according to maturity group and the environments (Hicks et al., 1969; Foley et al., 1986).
Soybean Growth and Development
Soybean development can be classified into two major stages: vegetative and
reproductive. Each stage is controlled by biotic factors such as genetics and abiotic
3

factors such as temperature, day length, light density, soil moisture, and plant nutrition.
Mostly, in literature, they used the naming system described by Fehr et al. (1971) and
Fehr and Caviness (1977) with suggestions to use a number for each stage; however,
today there is a new stages added to the system, which is in-between the previous stage,
R5.5 and R6.5 for example. Germination is a critical stage in plant growth and
development, and it mainly depends on soil moisture, temperature, planting depth, and
oxygen availability.
Soybean vegetative stages are identified using the letter V followed by a number
representing how many fully developed trifoliate leaves are present on the main stem.
The first vegetative stage is VE indicating the seedling has emerge, and the two
cotyledon leaves have been unfolded. Vegetative stage V1 indicates the first trifoliate leaf
has appeared; this number will change each time a new leaf is added to the main stem.
Soybean transition from vegetative growth stages to reproductive stages once a
single flower opens anywhere on the main stem. This event is referred to as beginning
bloom, and is identified as the R1 stage there are eight soybean reproductive stages
representing flowering, pod development, seed development, and plant maturation: R1,
beginning bloom, identified by the appearance of the first flower; R2, full bloom, defined
by flowers appearance on the four uppermost nodes; R3, beginning pod, identified by the
formation of pods; R4, full pod, where pods have expanded to their maximum size ; R5,
beginning seed, when seed growth hastens; R6, full seed, indicating full seed formation;
R7, beginning maturity, where seed increase in dry weight and R8, physiological
maturity, where 95% of pods are mature in color.

4

Climate Variability and Daily Temperature
Temperature is an abiotic factor that affects crop growth, development, and yield.
Beside soil moisture, temperature is one of the critical climatic limitations for soybean
production in the United States. Temperature stress (cold or heat) motivate many
biochemical, physiological, and morphological changes and impact numerous cellular
and whole plant processes that influence crop yield and quality. Due to expected changes
in global climate, temperature is expected to rise in several soybean growing area in the
United States. The global surface air temperatures have exhibited warming of 0.85°C
from 1880 to 2012, and are projected to increase 3.7-4.8°C by the end of the 21st century
(IPCC, 2014). Therefore, the variability in temperature and water availability will be
more critical problems in future climates. Elevating temperature with a significant
decrease in rainfall is a common suggesting project in the U.S. Mid-south, which is
frequently appeared during reproductive stages. Therefore, the input cost of soybean
production will increase due mainly increased temperature and water supplies
(Irrigation). For the developed soybean production, early planting system to avoid hot
temperature and shortage in rainfall during reproductive growth stages became one of the
standard practice for producers; however, the risk of early frost during early growth
stages is a challenge.
Temperature Effects on Soybean Growth and Development
Environmental conditions and genetic variation are the most common factors that
impact plants growth and development and ultimately yield. Temperature is one of the
main environmental factors that play an essential role controlling plant physiological and
morphological processes. By looking at soybean growing areas, there is a wide variation
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in terms of temperature. These variations impact soybean growth and development, and
control crop management, such as planting date. In the Mid-South, soybean planting
dates vary from early March to late May depending upon the style of production system
followed either early soybean production system (ESPS) or conventional soybean
production system (CSPS) (Heatherly, 2005; Khaled et al., 2011). Therefore, soybean
germination and seedling growth are facing low temperature at ESPS or high temperature
in CSPS. Cold and heat stress plays critical roles that are dependent on the time of
occurrence. Frequent exertions have been put to study the effects of temperature on
soybean including physiological and morphological changes of the vegetative plant as
well as the reduction in seed yield and quality. Remarkable efforts have been put on the
improvement of temperature tolerance of soybean, with a primary goal of enhancing
yield under cold or heat stress. In order to manage the problem of increasing or
decreasing temperature, some soybean experiments have pointed at managing agronomic
practices such as planting date and using tolerant varieties. However, most of these
experiments regarding cold or heat stress effects on soybean physiology, morphology,
seed yield, and seed quality have been applied under greenhouse conditions or field
conditions. The experiments under greenhouse conditions and field conditions provide
only a narrow model of natural conditions compared to sunlight growth chamber studies
(DaMatta and Ramalho, 2006). Generally, low light levels are a limitation in greenhouse
studies. Other limitation surrounding greenhouse studies include lack of air movement
and difficulty precisely controlling temperature. In field experiments that related to
temperature effect, it is difficult to control the temperature in the open field and to
eliminate the impact of other environmental factors.
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On the other hand experiment coundected in growth chambers such as the SoilPlant-Atmosphere-Research units (SPAR) located at Mississippi State University offer
plants an environment that closely resembles natural field condition while still allowing
researchers to closely manipulate many variables. SPAR units nearly 97% of
photosyntheticelly active radiation(PAR), eliminating any issues caused by reduced
levels of soler radiation. These experimental units also allow complete controal over
temperature, CO2 concentation, humidity, and soil moisture levels, therfore allowing
reserchers to isolate single aboitic factor.
Temperature Effects on Soybean Seed Germination
Germination is a critical stage of crop life that can impact crop establishment in
the field. Soybean seed germination is known as “epigeal” as cotyledons are drawn above
the soil surface. It begins by the seed imbibing nearly 50% of its weight in water,
followed by the development of the radicle (The root initiation) and then the emergence
of the cotyledons. Proper temperature and moisture soil level are keys for successful
germination. Seed germination is involved with many physiological and biochemical
processes that lead to embryo activation and shoot and radicle emergence. The rate of
seed germination mainly depends on temperature when moisture and aeration are not
restrictive (Garcia-Huidobro et al., 1982; Gummerson, 1986; Lien et al., 2016). Hsu et al.
(1985) and Baskin and Baskin (1990) highlighted that temperature is the primary abiotic
factor impacting seed germination rate and seedling vigor in many crops. Therefore, the
variation of soil and air temperature at planting can result in a poor crop stand, resulting
in a low plant population and ultimately, low yield. Therefore, fluctuating and variable
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temperature is the most important factors limiting the adaptability, distribution, and yield
potential of plants.
Temperature Effects on Soybean Root Growth
Soybean root system include three distinct morphological components: The
taproots, lateral roots, and tertiary roots. Taproot originates as the radicle from the seed
after germination while lateral roots emerge from the taproot. Tertiary roots originate
from the lateral roots (Lersten and Carlson, 2004). The maximum rooting depth reached
by soybean root system is considered as the depth of the taproot tip. Root traits including
total root length, root surface area, root tips, root forks, and root crossings are generally
challenging to observe and study due to the completely of the root system and its
distribution below the soil. Soil temperature plays a vital role affecting root system traits.
Root architecture is significantly modified under cold or heat stress conditions. It has
been referred to as a result of lateral root initiation, morphogenesis, emergence, and
growth in cotton (Dubrovsky and Forde, 2012; Reddy et al., 2017) and corn
(Wijewardana et al., 2015). Few studies on screening soybean root for temperature stress
are available (Valdes-Lopez et al., 2016). Indeed, air and soil temperature can impact cell
elongation, root growth, root length and extension, root branching initiation of new
lateral roots, and root hairs (Pregitzer et al., 2000). These effects are possible
manifestations of the diversity of physiological impacts brought about by temperature on
crop roots.
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Temperature Effects on Vegetative Growth
Soybeans in the United States are exposed to various temperatures, below and
above the optimum, during the growing season. The planting window for soybean in
Mississippi typically ranges from May to June; however, during the last two decades
producers started to adopt early soybean production systems with MGs V and IV.
Recently, soybean producers have shown increased interest in planting soybean early to
capitalize on moderate temperature and adequate precipitation which could translate to
higher yield (Salmeron et al., 2014; Thompson et al., 2015). Planting earlier can protect
soybeans from the high temperature and drought stress (Wijewardana et al., 2018) that
often parallels at reproductive stages when planted late. Seedling growth and
development also is critical to environmental conditions. Temperature is a major abiotic
factor that controls the speed of growth and development. The time required for
emergence, cotyledon appearance, and trifoliolate leaf formation were reduced by more
than 50% when temperature increased from 15 to 30°C (Hesketh et al., 1973). The
reported optimum temperature for soybean growth and development is in the range of 23
to 39°C related to reproductive stages (Salem et al., 2007; Egli and Wardlaw, 1980);
however, few studies are available about the optimum temperature at early seedling
growth. Chilling injury declines growth and development processes, delaying maturation
(Purcell et al., 1987; Zhang et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1997) by restricting biochemical
processes, and altering biomass allocation causing longer development time.
Temperature Effects on Soybean Gas Exchange
High temperature is always associated with an increase in plant respiration. It is
the main reason for increasing the Meta sunflower and sorghum respiration by 19% and
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44% respectively (Manunta and Kirkham, 1996). Soybean total respiration slightly
elevates with increased temperature (Bunce and Ziska, 1996). Temperature also affects
soybean chlorophyll content, decreasing significantly with high day-night temperatures
(Djanaguiraman et al., 2013). Short-term cold temperature, 8°C for 24h, also reduced
soybean photosynthesis rate 19-25% at the V5 stage, and 8-50% at R1 stage (Wang et al.,
1997). A soybean study by Djanaguiraman et al., (2011) a heat stress treatment (38/28°C
day/night) decreased photosynthesis by 19.7% compared to the optimum treatment
(28/18°C day/night) during 14 days of exposure at the R2 growth stage. Changing
temperature 4°C above 22/16 °C increased net photosynthesis by 59% (Sionit et al.,
1987). Moreover, at 23°C, the photosynthesis rate was faster than at lower temperatures
for corn; however, the range 13-18 °C produced the highest photosynthesis rate in wheat
(Bird et al., 1977). Increasing 8 °C above 30/22 °C day/night temperature decreased
soybean photosynthesis rate 27% (Koti et al., 2007). The photosynthesis in soybean
responding to temperature was different between two cultivars (Gourdon and Planchon,
1982; Sinclair, 1980). Kumagai and Sameshima (2014) reported that soybean
photosynthetic rate was governed by both temperatures and cultivars; however, there
were no significant effects for temperature or cultivars on stomatal conductance. Sionit et
al. (1987), found lower stomatal conductance at a higher temperature. Increasing
temperature also decreased water use efficiency in soybean (Pan, 1996; Allen et al.,
2003). Soybean cultivars showed a significant difference regarding photosynthesis rate
when temperature increased from 20 to 25°C (Caulfield and Bunce, 1988).
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Temperature Effects on Soybean Reproductive Growth and Seed Quality
Soybean yield is the result of an interaction between genetic traits, environmental
factors, and field management. Temperature affects reproductive processes and fruit sets
more than any other environmental factors when the plant is not under water stress
(Salem et al., 2007). Growth temperatures between 29–32°C are desirable to produce
high yields (Schlenker and Roberts, 2009). In the long-term, low temperatures at pod set
stage reduced the flowers fertilization (Kurosaki et al., 2003). In a field experiment a
slight increase in temperature of 1-3°C reduced the number of pods per plant (10-30%),
number of seed (11-35%), seed size (5-14%), and seed yield (16-40%) (Tacarindua et al.,
2013). Soybean grow at a 24°C night temperature produced a 20-23% higher seed yield
compared to those grown at 10°C and 16°C night temperature (Seddigh and Jolliff,
1984). Soybean seed yield per plant and seed number increased 11%, and 24% with
increasing temperature from 26/19°C to 39/29°C respectively; however, seed weight
decreased 15% with the same range of temperature (Baker et al., 1989). When day/night
temperature increases 8°C from 18/12, pods number per plant increased 74%; however,
the trend of the increasing declines at temperatures above that (Sionit et al., 1987).
Soybean seed quality and composition also have been reported to depend on many factors
including genetics, growing position, and abiotic stress factors (Liu et al., 1997;
Natarajan, 2010; Bennett et al., 2003; Rotundo and Westgate, 2009). Soybean plants
grown at high temperature, 35°C, during seed fill period showed 4.0% more protein and
2.6 % less oil than those plants grown at 29°C (Dornbos and Mullen, 1992); however, in
some studies, changes in temperature did not modify oil and protein concentrations
(Pipolo et al., 2004). Most of the previous studies were focusing on the effect of
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temperature on a specific stage such as germination, emergence, flowering, or
reproduction; however, systematic experiments on specific cultivars from seeding to
harvest is limited.
The Overall goals and specific objectives
The main goals for this study were provide complete image about temperature
effect on soybean and understanding the difference between two soybean cultivars that
are difference in growth habit. Quantify soybean responses for modeling purpose by
evaluate the effect of different day/night temperature on soybean germination, vegetative,
and reproductive growth, and provide functional algorithms for growth and development
rate as a function of temperature.
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CHAPTER II
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON SOYBEAN SEED GERMINATION
Abstract
Temperature affects all growth stages of crops including seed germination. An
experiment was conducted to investigate the effect of temperature on seed germination of
two soybean cultivars with indeterminate growth (Asgrow AG5332 (AG)) and
determinate growth (Progeny P5333 RY (PR)) habits using in vitro seed germination
assay. Seed germination time-series data were collected from 10 to 42.5°C with 5°C
increments. A 3-parameter sigmoid growth curve was fitted to estimate maximum seed
germination (MSG), time to 50% of maximum seed germination (T50), and seed
germination rate (SGR), at each temperature for both cultivars. Since, cultivars were not
different in their response to temperature, the data for MSG, T50, and SGR were pooled
from both the cultivars to develop functional algorithms. Maximum seed germination was
about 95% and did not change between 10 and 40°C, but declined to 65% at 42.5°C.
Quadratic functions best described T50 germination (R2 = 0.86) and SGR (R2 = 0.98).
The three cardinal temperatures for soybean seed germination were 8.79°C for minimum
(Tmin), 28.50°C for optimum (Topt), and 48.21°C for maximum (Tmax). The functional
relationships between temperature and soybean seed germination parameters will be
useful to update soybean crop models for accurate field applications.
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Introduction
Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) seed is a vital source of edible oil and highquality protein for feeding both human and animals. It is grown widely in different
environmental zones. As summer crop, soybean is facing abiotic stresses during the
grown seasons especially at germination stage, which is one of the most critical stages in
plant life cycle is (Donohue et al., 2005). Seed germination is involving with many
physiological and biochemical processes that leading to embryo activation and shoot and
radicle emergence. The rate of seed germination mainly depends on temperature when
moisture and aeration are not restrictive (Garcia-Huidobro et al., 1982; Gummerson,
1986). Therefore, fluctuating and extreme temperatures are most importanant factors
affecting seed germination in the filed conditions. Since seed germination rate plays
important role in eastablishing seed emergence and early seedlig growth, several authors
studied the effect of temperature on soybean seed germination (Hsu et al.,1985; Baskin
and Baskin, 1990). Therefore, the variation of soil and air temperature at planting can
impact plant populations leading to poor stand, encouraging research to develop cultivars
tolerant to extreme temperature conditions. In the field, germination is a function of the
interaction of the seed with its environments such as temperature, moisture, aeration and
compaction of soil, and soil microorganisms. Seed germination percentage modified
when got below than optimum temperature (Bicksler, 2011).
In recent years, several studies have documented both temperature and The
temperature requirements for dormancy break and seed germination have been the focus
of much research on seed ecology. It has been exhibited that temperature plays a critical
role in regulating seed dormancy-break and germination (Bouwmeester and Karsse,
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1992; Leon et al., 2004). Temperature impact on seed germination and germination rate
has been reported for various crop species. Prasad et al. (2006) have shown that for
peanut (Arachis hypogaea L.) the lowest germination percentage occurred at 15°C,
compared with a temperature above 15°C to 35°C. Scully and Waines (1987) reported
that the optimum temperature for teparies (Phaseolus mutifolius A. Gray) was at range 25
to 35°C, whereas for common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) was 20 to 30°C. Low
temperature, 10°C, increased the time requirement for germination 8 days compared with
seed germinated at temperature 16°C for sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L. Moench) (Anda
and Pinter, 1994). Rowland and Gusta (1979) found that at temperature 15°C faba beans
(Vicia faba) had 80% seed germination and it reduced to 74% at a temperature of 10°C.
Berti and Johnsona (2008) founded the optimum temperature for cuphea (Cuphea
viscosissima Jacq.×C. lanceolataW.T. Aiton; PSR23) seed germination ranged between
18.5 and 24°C with a mean value of 21°C. In soybean, most the studies that have done to
investigate the effect of temperature on seed germination were reported on old cultivars
(Edwards, 1932; Edwards, 1934; Grabe and Metzer, 1969; Tyagi and Tripathi, 1983;
Wilson,1928) or combined with another environmental factor (Wuebker et al., 2001), and
less information available at the influence of temperature on new soybean cultivars.
Early, according to Edwards (1932) and Wilson (1928), the optimum temperature for
soybean seed germination was approximately 30 °C, with minimim and maximum
temperatures being 10 and 40 °C, respectively. Low temperature, 10°C, clerly reduced
the percentage of germinated seeds and the speed of germination (Borowski and
Michalek, 2014). Soybean seed germinated faster in the range of temperature between 25
to 30 °C (Hatfield and Egli, 1974).
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Through three distinct processes (Seed aging, dormancy loss, and germination)
temperature impact the rate seed germination and maximum seed germination (Roberts,
1988). Investigating the effect of temperature on seed germination using mathematical
functions might be beneficial in evaluating germination characteristics (Jordan and
Haferkamp, 1989). Thermal timemodel, the heat unit for plant development, has been
successfully used to predict seed germination under non-limiting moisture conditions.
More information is needed on how the soybean seeds respond to different temperatures
for better cultivar selection under challenging environments. The objectives of this study
were to develop functional algorithms for temperature and seed gemrination functional
algorithms on two soybean cultivars that differed in growth habit, Asgrow AG 5332
(AG), indeterminate, and Progeny P5333 RY (PR), determinate, germination using in
vitro seed germination technique.
Material and Methods
Experiment Facility
This investigation was conducted in vitro at the Environmental Plant Physiology
Laboratory, Plant and Soil Sciences Department, Mississippi State University, MS, USA.
The germination of soybean seeds was performed according to the rules described by the
Association of Official Seed Analyst (AOSA, 2011). An incubator that size 90 cm wide
and 200 cm height was used to place seed germination test. The incubator has a
temperature control to cause heat or cool set placed on the top.
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Seed Material
Seed of two soybean cultivars from maturity group V early entries were used in
this experiment. Asgrow AG5332 (AG) is an indeterminate growth habit while progeny
P5333 PY (PR) is a determinate growth habit. The average of seed weight range between
18.55 to 20.85 g for 100 seed. Soybean seeds were treated with Captan (NTrichlormethylthio-4-cyclohexene- 1, 2-dicarboximide) at the rate of 2.5 g kg−1 seed
before starting the germination test to avoid any chance for fungal infection during the
tests.
Treatments
Completely Randomized Design with two factors (two cultivars × eight of a wide
range of temperature treatments). Each cultivar was replicated four times using 100 seeds
per replication for germination tests. The eight levels of temperature treatments were 10,
15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 42.5°C. Seeds were placed in disinfected plastic plates with
two layers of paper towels moistened with distilled water 250 ml which is the best
volume to the plate size. The plastic plates were incubated in an incubator-810 (Fisher
Scientific, Inc., Suwanee, GA). Temperature treatments were set one hour before the
incubation. To ensure a temperature at the setting degree, three data loggers (WatchDog
Model 100, Spectrum Technologies, Inc., Aurora, IL) were placed evenly in the top,
middle, and bottom shelves of the incubator.
Measuring seed germination with temperature treatments
Soybean seed considered germinated when the radical length reached the half of
seed length or more, and the germinated seed was discarded. The experiment was ended
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when no germination happened for three consecutive days or 15 d after seed incubation.
Also, the weight for 100-seed was recorded for each cultivar in all the replications before
the germination tested. Germination checking was taken each 4-6 hours, and cumulative
seed germination was counted. The cumulative seed germination time course data was
fitted to a 3-parameter sigmoidal function (Eq. 1) using SigmaPlot 13 (Systat Software,
Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) to generate estimates of maximum seed germination
percentage (MSG) at time t, the shape and steepness of the function (Grate), and a time to
reach 50% of maximum germination (T50).
Y = MSG / (1 + exp [− (t − t50) / Grate]) (Gajanayake et al., 2011)
[Eq. 1]
The MSG and the rate of development (SGR) derived by the reciprocal of T50 were
further analyzed using linear (Eq. 2) and the three cardinal temperatures were estimated
using equations 3, 4, and 5, and quadratic model functions (Eq. 6), which provided
regression constants to estimate maximum
MSG = a + bx + cx
[Eq. 2]
Topt = −b / (2c)
[Eq. 3]
Tmin = −b + ( √𝑏2 − 4𝑎𝑐 ) / 2c
[Eq. 4]
Tmax = −b − ( √𝑏2 − 4𝑎𝑐 ) / 2c
[Eq. 5]
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Data analyses
Maximum seed germination, Time for 50% germination, and germination rate
were analyzed using the one-way ANOVA procedure (PROC GLM, SAS) (SAS Institute,
2011) to determine the impact of temperature on MSG and SGR. Seed germination over
time were counted and the regression procedures of fitting sigmoidal functions for the
cumulative time series data were estimated using SigmaPlot 13. Means were separated
using Fisher’s protected least significant difference (LSD; P ≤ 0.05).
Results and discussions
This study investigated the effect of a wide range of temperature treatments on
two soybean cultivars from Maturity Group V that widely planted in the US Midsouth.
The cardinal temperature, minimum, optimum, and maximum, reported in this study
varied slight than the documented thresholds in the literature several years ago using
older cultivars. Therefore, the temperature and seed germination functional algorithms
will be useful in improving the functional of soybean models and to predict seed
germination rates in the field conditions.
In our study, a three-parameter sigmoid function best described to the soybean
seed germination and time sequences data for both the cultivars across all temperature
conditions with R2 values ranged between 0.90 and 0.99 (Fig. 2.1). At all temperature
treatments, the germination started 16 to 112 hours after incubation. Germination was
slightly slow at the beginning of incubation and then rapidly increased and slow down
again. Temperature treatment affected significantly the MSG, T50, and SGR; however,
there was no difference between the cultivars (Table 2.1). MSG slightly increased
linearly when temperature treatment increased from 10 to 35°C with poor R2 = 0.028,
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then from 40 to 42.5°C linearly decreased with high R2 = 0.0.99 (Fig. 2.2A). In average,
the higher MSG observed at 25 and 30°C treatments and it was 98% while the lowest
MSG founded at higher temperature treatments, 42.5°C, and it was 64%.

Figure 2.1

Germination time course of two soybean cultivars, Asgrow AG5332 (AG)
and Progeny P5333 RY (PR) from MG V with determinate and
indeterminate growth habit at a range of temperature treatments (10 to
42.5°C). Cumulative germination data is represented using symbols and
germination time course is represented using lines fitted through a threeparameter sigmoidal function for AG and PR.
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Table 2.1

Analysis of variation across the temperatures, cultivars, and their
interaction with maximum seed germination (MSG), time for 50%
germination (T50), and germination rate (SGR).
MSG

T50G

SGR

Sources of variation
P value
Temperature

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

Cultivars

0.1857

0.5894

0.8268

Temperature × Cultivars

0.9598

0.2654

0.9852

The quadratic function was the best described to the relationship between T50 and
temperature treatment, with R2 = 0.86 (Fig. 2.2B).Time for 50% germination decreased
with increased temperature treatment up to 30°C, and then slightly increased with the
further increment of temperature treatments. Low temperature, 10°C, extend the T50 to
6.5 days while the highest temperature treatment, 42.5°C, was 2.2 days. The shortest T50
observed at 30°C and it was 0.9 day. Temperature treatment from 20°C to 35°C was not
significantly different in term of T50.
Seed germination rate increased with increased temperature treatments up to 30°C
then decreased with further increasing temperature (Fig. 2.2C). Germination rate
responded quadratically to temperature treatments with R2 = 0.98. Cardinal temperatures
for both cultivars were 8.79°C, 28.5, and 48.21°C for the minimum, optimum, and
maximum temperature respectively. Optimum temperature for germination was 28.5°C
for the two cultivars. Temperature range from 20 to 35°C were not significantly different
in term of T50. The present study results were the same or slightly higher or lower than
the published studies. The optimum temperature was 2°C less than what Edwards (1934)
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and Wilson (1928) early reported for soybean, and that might due change in cultivars;
however the extremes temperature being 8.56 to 48.21°C, which was extended a little bit
than previse reported.

Figure 2.2

Temperature effects on (A) maximum seed germination and (B) time for
50% germination, and (C) seed germination rate of two soybean cultivars
from maturity group V with determinate and indeterminate growth habit.

Butler et al. (2014) reported that germination starting point was 10°C, and
soybean favorable temperatures were 15 to 25°C. However, for other warm season
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legumes, Odabaş and Mut (2007) found the optimum germination level range
temperature for cowpea was 20 to 30°C. The response of germination rate in this study
was quadratically with temperature which is not in agreement with other studies that
indicated a linear relationship between temperature and soybean germination, and that
because most the previous studies did not went farther than 35 or 40°C.
Conclusion
Temperature played an important role in soybean maximum percent germination,
time to 50% germination and the rate of seed germination. No difference were observed
between the cultivars in their response to temperature. Sigmoid functions best described
the seed germination time course data across all temperatures. The estimated seed
germination parameters, MSG, T50 and SGR, however, varied among the temperature
treatments. Maximum seed germination percentage of was about 95% and this percentage
did change across a wide range of temperatures, 10 and 40°C, but declined to 65% at 42.5
°C. Quadratic functions best described the soybean seed germination parameters, time to
50% germination and SGR. The cardinal temperatures for soybean seed germination were
8.79, 28.50 and 48.21°C for minimum, optimum and maximum temperatures,
respectively. The functional relationships between temperature and soybean seed
germination parameters will be useful to update soybean crop models for accurate field
applications and could be used to estimate seed germination in the field. Temperature
Effects on Soybean Emergence.
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CHAPTER III
QUANTIFYING AND VALIDATING SOYBEAN EMERGENCE MODEL AS A
FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
Abstract
Soybean seed emergence offers planting option for producers and quantitative
functional algorithms are needed for modeling. This study aimed to quantify temperature
effects on soybean seed emergence, develop a model, and validate the model. The data
for seed emergence model development was generated at varying temperatures, 20/12,
25/17, 30/22, 35/27, and 40/32°C, using sunlit plant growth facility on two soybean
cultivars, Asgrow AG5332 (AG) and Progeny P5333 RY (PR), from Maturity Group
(MG) V. The temperature treatments were imposed at sowing and continued until seed
were emerged at the low-temperature treatment, 11 days after sowing. Time for 50%
emergence (t50) was recorded, and seed emergence rate (SER) was estimated as
reciprocal to time at each temperature in both the cultivars. No differences were observed
between the cultivars in their response to temperature. A quadratic model (QM) best
described the relationship between t50 and SGR and temperature (R2 = 0.93). Then, 17
time-series experiments with the same cultivars utilizing natural diurnal and seasonal
changes in temperature conditions in pots and a sunlit growth chambers study with three
different day/night temperatures, low-20/12, optimum-30/22, and high-40/32°C were
conducted. In a later experiment, 64 soybean cultivars from MG III, IV, and V, were
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used. Air temperature and t50 were recorded, and SGR was estimated in all treatments.
No differences were recorded among the cultivars for t50 and SGR, but differences were
observed among seeding date and temperature experiments. We tested new QM and
traditionally used Growing Degree Day (GDD) models against the data collected in
validation experiments. Both the model simulations results agreed closely with the
observed data. Based on model statistics, R2, root mean square errors (RMSE) and
comparison of observations and predictions to assess model performance, the new QM
model performed better than the GDD model. The QM reduced the overall variability by
60% and improved performance by 10% over the GDD model in predicting SGR across a
wide range of experimental conditions and cultivars. The QM model, if incorporated into
the existing soybean models, will provide a better estimation of seed emergence for field
and other model applications. Also, using the temperature data from weather stations,
producers could predict soybean SER under field conditions for various planting dates.
Introduction
Soybean (Glycine max [L.] Merr) seed germination and emergence are important
components of the crops cycle as uniform stand establishment have been documented to
have a positive correlation with in-season crop growth and development and final yield
(Brandelero et al., 2015; Dias et al., 2011; Egli, 1993; Kolchinski et al., 2005, 2006;
Mondo et al., 2015; Schuch et al., 2009; Vanzolini and Carvalho, 2002). Seed emergence
is, therefore, a critical stage that ends with dependence on stored reserves and starts an
autotrophic life with the production of chloroplast in the developing organs aboveground.
Many field applications have widely used soybean phenology staging system developed
by Fehr et al. (1971). This system defined soybean emergence when cotyledons unfold
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and appear above the soil surface. The timing of emergence frequently determines
whether a single plant competes successfully with its neighbors and other predators and
weeds. With many significant plant processes at stake, a full understanding and
documenting of seed emergence process seems necessary. Surprisingly, soybean
emergence has not been fully addressed, particularly in many recent cultivars even
though some work has been carried in earlier cultivars (Edwards and Hartwig, 1971;
Hatfield and Egil, 1974; Hopper et al., 1979).
Several environmental factors, temperature, soil moisture, and soil physical
characteristics, and seed quality traits influence seed emergence in plants (Banjamin,
1990). Among the abiotic stress factors, temperature plays a dominant role in controlling
growth and developmental rates of plants under optimum water and nutrient conditions
including seed germination and emergence. There are major differences among plant
species in their sensitivities to temperature. Even cultivars or hybrids vary in their
sensitivity to temperature (Reddy et al., 2017; Wijewardana et al., 2015). In crop
production system, temperature varies spatially and temporally over the growing season.
Each crop event or individual developmental aspect has a unique temperature optimum,
and above-and below-optimum temperature response curves. The mechanisms and
sensitivities of this process to environmental stimuli vary among plant processes and
sometimes among cultivars.
Casteel (2010) proposed Growing Degree Model (GDD) in predicting soybean
seed emergence with a base temperature of 50°F (10°C) and the growing degree days
required for seed emergence to be 90 from 50°F (32.22 GDD’s from 10°C). Hatfield and
Egli (1974) showed that time to reach 5-mm hypocotyl length decreased with temperature
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from 10 to 32°C and then increased 33 to 40°C. They also stated that the radicle did not
emerge from seed coat at 40°C. Functional relationships between temperature and seed
emergence on improved cultivars of soybean that are currently grown are limited to
develop a model. The objectives of this study were to determine temperature effects on
seed emergence response of modern soybean cultivars, develop seed emergence model,
and validate the model from the data collected across a wide range of environmental and
planting dates and cultivars. The simulation model once developed based on data
collected at a wide range of temperatures, can be used to predict soybean seed emergence
rates over a wide range of environmental conditions.
Material and Methods
Model Database Experiment
Experimental Facilities
An experiment was conducted using sunlit plant growth chambers known as Soil–
Plant–Atmosphere–Research (SPAR) units located at the Rodney Foil Plant Science
Research Center, Mississippi State University, Mississippi State, MS, in 2014. Five
SPAR units were used in this experiment. The SPAR units can precisely control air
temperatures and chamber carbon dioxide concentration at predetermined set points at
near ambient levels of solar radiation. Each SPAR unit consists of a steel soil bin with 1
m deep by 2 m long and 0.5 m wide that houses either rooting medium or pots and a
Plexiglas chamber with 2.5 m tall by 2 m long × 1.5 m wide that houses aerial plant
system. The Plexiglas chamber is connected to a heating and cooling system and fan
connected air ducts that pass conditioned air through the plant canopy at the rate to
simulate the field-level leaf flutter. An environmental monitoring and control systems are
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supporting the SPAR units by a network to store the data and provide automatic
acquisition every 10 s throughout the day and night. More details about the operations
and controls of SPAR chambers have been described by Reddy et al. (2001). During the
experiment, the daily solar radiation from 285-2800 nm, outside the SPAR units was
recorded using pyranometer (Model 4-8; The Eppley Laboratory Inc., Newport, RI) and
ranged from 17 to 28 MJ m-2 d-1 with an average of 21 MJ m-2 d-1 (Table 3.1). To
eliminate the need for border plants, variable density shade cloths that were designed to
simulate canopy spectral properties placed around the edges of the plant canopy were
raised regularly to reach canopy height.
In the returning path of airline ducts, a humidity and temperature sensor (HMV
70Y, Vaisala Inc., San Jose, CA) was installed to monitor the relative humidity (RH) of
each chamber, and from these measurements, the measured vapor pressure deficits (VPD)
in the units were estimated as per Murray (1967) (Table 3.1). For the duration of the
treatment period, evapotranspiration rats (ET) was monitored and expressed on a ground
area basis (L d–1) for each SPAR. The ET was calculated as the rate at which condensate
was removed by the cooling coils at 900 s intervals by measuring the volume of water in
collecting devices connected to a calibrated pressure transducer (Table 3.1; McKinion
and Hodges, 1985).
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Table 3.1

The set of Temperature treatments, average day, night, and day/night
temperature, the mean of daily measured chamber CO2 concentration, and
vapor pressure deficit (VPD) during the experimental period, 11 days after
planting and treatments, for various temperature treatments conducted in
the Soil-Plant-Atmosphere-Research units located at Mississippi State, MS.

Day/night
temperature
treatments, °C

Temperature, °C

CO2
concentration

Day

Night

Day/night

20/12

20.21†e

12.65e

16.94e

419a

2.95a

25/17

25.05d

17.20d

21.64d

419a

2.99a

30/22

29.28c

21.64c

25.97c

420a

2.95a

35/27

34.15b

26.52b

30.83b

421a

2.99a

40/32

38.67a

31.03a

35.36a

421a

2.97a

µmol mol-1

Mean daily
VPD kPa

† Values in each column followed by the same letter are not significantly different
(p<0.05) according to Fisher’s LSD.
Plant Materials and Temperature Treatments
Two soybean cultivars, Asgrow AG 5332 (AG) with indeterminate and Progeny
P5333 RY (PR) with determinate growth habits, from Maturity Group V were used for
this experiment. Four seed were planted in 90 PVC (polyvinyl chloride) plastic pots (15.2
cm diameter and 30.5 cm height) at 1.5-2 cm soil depth. Pots were filled with topsoil:
sand (1:3 by volume) medium classified as a sandy loam (87% sand, 2% clay, and 11%
silt) with 0.5 kg gravel at the bottom. Each pot had a hole (0.5 cm diameter) at the bottom
to allow the drainage of extra water and nutrients. The plants were irrigated and fertilized
with full-strength Hoagland nutrient solution (Hoagland and Arnon, 1950) by an
automated drip irrigation system delivered three times a day at 0700, 1200, and 1700 h.
Each SPAR was assigned to one temperature treatment, a total of 18 pots, nine pots for
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each cultivar, arranged in 6 rows, three pots per row-1 in a completely randomized design
with a 5×2 factorial arrangement.
Five day/night temperature treatments, 20/12, 25/17, 30/22, 35/27, and 40/32°C,
imposed from seeding were maintained within ± 0.5°C of the treatment set points
measured with aspirated thermocouples (Table 3.1). The daytime temperature was started
at sunrise and returned to the nighttime temperature one h after sunset. The Chamber
[CO2] was measured and maintained at µmol mol-1 with a dedicated infrared gas analyzer
(LI-COR, Model LI-6552, Lincoln, NE) from a gas sample that is drawn through the
lines underground from each SPAR unit to the inside the laboratory. Pure CO2 was
supplied from a compressed gas cylinder through a system that included a pressure
regulator, solenoid and needle valves and a calibrated flow meter (Reddy et al., 2001). To
remove moisture from the gas sample, the sample lines were run through refrigerated
water (4°C) that was automatically drained and through a column of Mg(ClO4)2. The
environmental data for mean daytime CO2 concentrations, which were not significantly
different among the temperature treatments, were 420 µmol mol-1 for the experimental
period (Table 3.1).
Measurements and Data Analysis
Four seed per pot were sown and time for 50% emergence (t50) was recorded
when the two cotyledons appear above the soil surface (Fehr et al., 1971) in each pot.
Seed emergence rate (SER) was calculated as a reciprocal to t50. The data were subjected
to analysis of variance (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC) with completely randomized
design considering cultivars and temperature treatments as sources of variance.
Replicated values for seed emergence data were analyzed using one-way ANOVA of the
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general linear model, PROC GLM, in SAS (SAS Institute, Inc.) to determine the effect of
temperature on the measured parameters. Data were tested for differences among the
treatments for the parameters measured using Fisher’s protected least significant
difference test at P ≤ 0.05 and the standard errors of the means were calculated. To
determine the best-fit equations between temperature and seed germination parameters,
R2 was used. Graphical analysis was carried out using SigmaPlot 13.0 (Systat Software
Inc., San Jose, CA).
Validation Experiments
Outdoor Experiment Facility and Cultivars
A series of short-term pot-culture experiments were conducted in outdoor
conditions from 24 March to 22 July 2015 to generate data needed to validate the model.
The same two cultivars, AG and PR that used in the first experiment were used in these
experiments. The cultural aspects including soil and nutrient conditions were similar to
those described in Experiment I. Five pots were used for each cultivar as replications.
Four seed were seeded in each pot. The air temperature was recorded using a WatchDog
sensor (B100, Spectrum Technologies, Inc., Plainfield, IL). The seed emergence, t50%,
as defined in Experiment 1, was recorded in all pots and treatments and SER was
estimated from those measurements.
Sunlit Controlled Environment Experiment
This experiment was conducted in the SPAR units with similar management and
cultural practices as described in Experiment I. In this experiment, we evaluated 64
soybean cultivars from MG III, IV, and V that are commonly grown in the US Midsouth
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under three different day/night temperature treatments, low - 20/12°C, optimum 30/22°C, and high-40/32°C. The experiment was organized in completely randomized
design with two-factor interactions, three levels of temperature × 64 cultivars, replicated
three times such that each cultivar and temperature treatment appeared in each SPAR unit
once, whereas replications represented as nine different SPAR units. Treated seeds of
those 64 soybean cultivars were sown in 576 PVC plastic pots (0.1 m diameter and 0.45
m tall), each filled with sandy soil and 0.250 kg of gravel at the bottom. The temperature
treatments were imposed soon after sowing and continued until 20 days after sowing.
Four seed were seeded in each pot, and t50 was recorded in each pot. Then, SER
was calculated as described earlier. Two-way analysis (ANOVA) was performed on the
replicated values of the measured parameters using PROC GLM procedure in SAS
(Statistical Institute, Inc.) to determine the effect of temperature, cultivar, and their
interaction. Post ANOVA means comparison was made using the least significant
difference (LSD ≤ 0.05). Models performance statistics were carried out as described by
Loague and Green (1991), Mitchell and Sheehy (1997), Reddy et al. (1995) and Reddy
and Bonne (2001).
Result and Discussions
Quantifying and Modeling the Effect of Temperature on Seed Emergence
The range of temperatures imposed in this study to generate the data needed for
developing the relationships between temperature and t50% and SGR represented the
temperature variability of the current and projected future climatic conditions across
global Soybean Belt and US. The analysis of variance revealed no significant differences
between the two cultivars, for the parameters recorded, t50% and SGR (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2

Analysis of variation across temperatures, cultivars, and their interaction
with soybean time for 50% emergence and seed emergence rate.

Sources of variation

Temperature

Cultivar

Temperature
× Cultivar

Time for 50% emergence

***†

ns

ns

Emergence rate

***

ns

ns

†*, **, and *** indicates significance at 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 probability level,
respectively, and NS indicates non-significance.
Therefore, quadratic functions best described the relationship between
temperature and t50% and SER (Fig. 3.1). Days to 50% seed germination, t50%,
decreased with an increase in temperature and the SER increased with increase in
temperature. The estimated temperature minimum for SGR was 10.63°C, and the
optimum was 36.67°C. At the optimum temperature, it took five days to reach t50%
whereas at the lowest temperature imposed in this experiment (~16°C), it took almost
double that time, 10.8 days (Fig.3.1). Similar quadratic responses were observed for
cotton in response air and soil temperatures (Reddy et al., 2017) and in soybean in
response to soil temperature (Hatfield and Egli, 1974). Casteel (2010) proposed Growing
Degree Model (GDD) in predicting seed emergence in soybean with a base temperature
of 50°F (10°C) and the growing degree days required for seed emergence was 90 GDDs
from 50°F (32.22 GDD’s from 10°C).
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Figure 3.1

Temperature effects on soybean (A) time for 50% of seed emergence
(t50%) and (B) seed emergence rate (SER). Each data point is mean of nine
replications, and standard errors are shown in the values are larger than the
symbols.

Validation Experiments
There were no differences between the cultivars for t50% and SGR for a given
seeding date. However, differences for t50% and SER were observed among seeding
dates as temperature conditions were different for each of those experimental periods in
the first validation experiment (Table 3.3). The temperature range was 17.37 to 31.9°C
and t50% was from 10.4 and 4.0 days, respectively, for those temperature conditions.
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Table 3.3

Time for 50% emergence and emergence rate of two soybean cultivars,
Asgrow AG5332 (AG) and Progeny P5332 RY (PR) seeded at different
time periods with sowing date in the first column.

Panting date

Average air
Temperature,
°C

Time to 50%
emergence (t50), d

Seed emergence
rate, 1/d-1

AG

PR

AG

PR

24 March

17.37

10.4

10.5

0.10

0.10

30 March

19.84

8.1

8.4

0.12

0.12

4 April

19.58

8.4

8.5

0.12

0.12

10 April

21.27

6.2

6.7

0.16

0.15

23 April

22.83

7.4

7.5

0.14

0.13

30 April

24.35

6.1

6.2

0.17

0.16

10 May

24.79

6.2

5.9

0.16

0.17

20 May

25.07

6.4

6.4

0.16

0.16

30 May

24.81

6.2

6.4

0.16

0.16

12 June

30.39

5.0

5.3

0.20

0.19

18 June

31.9

4.0

4.3

0.25

0.24

23 June

30.51

4.3

4.7

0.24

0.22

29 June

27.71

5.1

5.3

0.20

0.19

4 July

28.74

4.3

4.6

0.23

0.22

9 July

28.82

4.1

4.2

0.24

0.24

14 July

29.62

5.2

5.3

0.19

0.19

22 July

28.61

4.4

4.3

0.23

0.23

Temperature

***†

***

Cultivars

ns

ns

†*, **, and *** indicates significance at 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 probability level
respectively, and ns indicates non-significance
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Table 3.4

Soybean cultivars, Maturity Group and time for 50% seed emergence (t50)
and seed emergence rate (SER) for 64 soybean cultivars, grown at low (LT
– 20/12°C), optimum (OT – 30/22°C), and high (HT – 40/32°C)
temperature conditions.

Cultivars Companies

Cultivars

Dyna-Grow
Mycogen
NK
NK
REV
GoSoy
Go Soy
USG
REV
Delta Grow
GoSoy
Progeny Ag Products
Credenz
Dyna-Gro
Pioneer
Delta Grow
REV
Mycogen
Dyna-Gro
AGS
Asgrow
Progeny Ag Products
NK
Credenz
Delta Grow
Pioneer
NK
AGS
Armor
Mycogen
REV
Progeny Ag Products
Dyna-Gro
Go Soy
Croplan
Credenz
Dixie Bell
Great Heart Seed
NC State
Missori
Asgrow
Progeny
USDA-ARS
GoSoy
Delta Grow
GO SOY
Dyna-Gro
Credenz
Credenz
Delta Grow
REV
Pioneer
NK
NK
GoSoy
Armor
Progeny Ag Products
Mycogen
Dyna-Gro
Croplan
Credenz
REV
NK
Dyna-Gro
Mean
Temperature
cultivars

32y39
5N393R2
S39-T3
S39-C4
38 R10
IREANE
483C
ELLIS
48L63
DG4781LL
4714LL
P 4247 LL
CZ 4044 LL
S49LL34
P41T33R
DG 4680RR2
45A46
5N424R2
31RY45
GS45R216
AG4632
P 4588RY
S45-W9
CZ 4181 RY
DG 4825RR2/STS
P47T36R
S47-K5
GS47R216
AR4705
5N490R2
48A26
P 4757 RY
S48RS53
4814GTS
R2C4775
CZ 4898 RY
DB 4911
GT-476CR2
PI 471938
R01-416F
AG5332
P 5333 RY
JTN-5110
LELAND
DG 5067 LL
5115LL
S55LS75
CZ 5242 LL
CZ 5225 LL
DG 5170 RR2/STS
51A56
P52T50R
S55-Q3
S56-M8
5214GTS
55-R68
P 5226 RYS
5N523R2
S56RY84
R2C5225S
CZ 5375 RY
57R21
S58-Z4
S57RY26

Maturity
group
III
III
III
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Time for 50% emergence (t50), d
LT
OT
HT
10.3
5.3
4.3
8.7
5.3
4.3
10.7
5.3
4.0
9.3
5.3
4.7
8.7
5.0
4.3
9.0
6.0
4.3
8.7
5.3
5.0
9.0
5.0
4.3
10.0
5.3
4.7
9.3
5.7
4.7
9.3
5.0
5.0
9.7
5.0
4.3
10.0
5.3
4.0
8.7
5.3
4.0
9.3
5.3
4.0
9.3
5.3
4.0
10.3
5.7
4.3
10.0
5.0
4.7
10.7
5.3
4.0
9.3
5.7
4.0
10.0
5.3
4.3
9.7
5.3
4.0
9.3
5.3
4.0
8.7
5.7
4.0
9.0
5.3
4.7
9.7
5.0
4.3
9.3
5.3
4.3
9.3
5.3
4.0
10.3
6.0
4.7
9.7
5.3
4.3
10.3
5.7
4.0
10.0
5.3
4.3
9.7
5.3
4.7
9.7
5.0
4.3
10.3
5.7
4.0
9.7
5.3
4.3
8.3
5.3
4.0
10.3
5.3
4.0
10.3
5.0
4.0
9.7
5.0
4.0
9.7
5.7
4.3
9.3
5.0
4.7
9.0
5.0
4.3
9.7
5.7
4.7
9.7
5.3
4.3
9.3
5.3
4.7
9.7
5.7
4.3
9.0
5.7
4.3
10.7
5.0
4.0
10.7
5.3
4.0
9.7
5.0
4.3
9.3
5.3
4.0
9.3
5.3
4.3
8.7
5.3
4.0
10.3
5.3
4.3
9.3
5.0
4.0
8.7
5.7
5.0
9.7
6.0
4.7
10.7
5.3
4.3
9.3
5.0
4.3
9.7
5.7
4.3
10.0
5.3
4.7
9.7
5.0
4.0
9.7
5.3
4.0
9.6
5.3
4.3
***†
ns

LT
0.10
0.12
0.09
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.10
0.11
0.12
0.10
0.09
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

Seed emergence rate, 1/d-1
OT
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.20
0.17
0.19
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.19
0.19
0.17
0.19
0.18
0.19
0.19
0.20
0.18
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.20
0.20
0.18
0.20
0.20
0.18
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.20
0.19
0.20
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.20
0.18
0.17
0.19
0.20
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.19
0.19
***
ns

HT
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.21
0.23
0.23
0.20
0.23
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.23
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.23
0.21
0.25
0.25
0.23
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.21
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.21
0.23
0.25
0.23
0.21
0.23
0.25
0.23
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.23
0.21
0.23
0.21
0.23
0.21
0.23
0.23
0.25
0.25
0.23
0.25
0.23
0.25
0.23
0.25
0.20
0.21
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.21
0.25
0.25
0.23

†*** indicates significance at 0.001 probability level and “ns” indicates non-significance
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In the second validation experiment with 64 cultivars from MG III, IV, and V,
t50% and SER varied significantly among the temperatures (Table 3.4). Cultivars did not
differ significantly within a given temperature treatment. On an average, the soybean
cultivars took 9.6 days at 20/12°C, 5.3 days at 30/22°C, and 4.3 days at 40/32°C (Table
3.4).
Model Comparisons
The quadratic model (QM) developed in this study for the relationship between
temperature and soybean seed emergence was compared with the published GDD model
(Casteel, 2010). The performance of the models for SER was tested on 17-time series
experiments sown outdoors with the same cultivars used in model development and three
different day/night temperature treatments with 64 cultivars (Reddy et al., 1995). First,
we used regression parameters, R2, slopes, and intercepts, and mean sum square errors
(MMSE) of the models of observed and predicted seed emergence data to test the
performance of the models. The model with R2 and slope values closer to one, intercept
value closer to zero, and the lowest MMSE value was considered the better model in
predicting seed emergence rate in soybean. For MMSE, the following steps were used to
estimate the values.
The mean sum of square error (MMSE):

DIF = (Observed - predicted)2
[Eq. 1]
MDIF = (ΣDIF)/ni
[Eq. 2]
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MMSE = (ΣDIF)/ni
[Eq. 3]
Where DIF is the difference between observed and predicted values, MDIF is the
mean DIF, and ni is the number of observations in the validation experiment. Based on
this, the model with the smallest MMSE was considered as the best model. This was
necessary because the different experimental conditions were sampled on different
validation experiments.
Since evaluations of the accuracy of models with observed data is not always
straightforward (Loague and Green, 1991; Mitchell and Sheehy, 1997; Reddy et al.,
1995; Reddy and Bonne, 2002), we used an alternative method for determining model
accuracy proposed by Mitchell and Sheehy (1997) known as “Envelop of Acceptable
Precision (EAP) and the portion of points (Deviations of the model from observed
values) that are within a predetermined allowable error. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the scatter plot
of deviations set to ± 10% of the observed values of t50 for both models. With a
predetermined allowable error of ± 10% of the observed value for t50, the envelopes of
acceptable precision defined by the straight lines originating from the plots of these
positive and negative points (Fig. 3.3), 60% of predicted values quadratic model were
within the 10% envelop compared to 40% for the GDD.
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Figure 3.2

Comparison of observed and simulated days to time to 50% seed
emergence (t50%) of the GDD and quadratic (QM) models for seed
emergence across a wide range of experimental and environmental
conditions.

Figure 3.3

The plot of deviations of observed values of quadratic (QM) and GDD
models for soybean time for 50% emergence (t50).
Conclusions

Soybean seed emergence rate increased with increase in temperature. There were
no cultivar differences for SER at a set temperature conditions. A quadratic model best
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described the relationship between temperature and soybean seed emergence rate. Based
on this model, the estimated base and optimum temperatures for soybean seed emergence
were 10.6 and 36.7°C, respectively. The QM presented in this study performed better
than the GDD model for SER across a wide range of environmental conditions and
among several cultivars belonging to soybean maturity Groups III to V. The QM reduced
the overall variability by 58% and improved model performance by 10% over the GDD
model in predicting SGR across a wide range of experimental and environmental
conditions and cultivars. The temperature-SER dependent functional relationship could
improve the functionality of many soybean models (Battisti et al., 2017) for field
management and in policy applications. Also, QM for SER has been used in a soybean
blog so that the producers could use this model in predicting seedling emergence under
optimal moisture conditions under a wide geographical and sowing dates (Hearthely,
2015).
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CHAPTER IV
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON SOYBEAN SEEDLING ROOT AND SHOOT
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL DYNAMICS
Abstract
Establishing vigorous soybean (Glycine max L.) seedling stand for an early
planted crop will help to develop healthy root and canopy development. Soybean planted
early in the season will be subjected to low and variable temperature conditions. There
has been a little examination of temperature effects on the soybean root system
architecture. The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of a wide range of
temperature treatments (TTs) on below- and above-ground growth and developmental
parameters of two soybean cultivars during the early seedling growth stage. Asgrow
AG5332 (AG) with indeterminate growth habit and Progeny P5333 RY with determinate
growth habit were grown in controlled sunlit growth chambers. Five different days/ night
temperature treatments (TTs), namely, 20/12, 25/17, 30/22, 35/27, and 40/32 °C, were
imposed at the time of emergence and maintained till harvesting, 21 days after planting
(DAP). The study observed significant effects of TTs on shoot and root growth
parameters measured at harvesting. Also, cultivar differences were significant for plant
height, mainstem nodes, stem weight, root volume, and root tips across TTs. Quadratic
regression best described responses of measured parameters to TTs. The functional
relationships established between TTs and seedling growth and development will be
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useful in assisting on-farm management decisions and improving the functionality of
many soybean models for a given production system.
Introduction
Agriculture production and environmental factors are intimately connected, and
the future of agriculture is critical to national and regional economies and global food and
energy security. Temperature is considered as a major abiotic factor upon which crop
growth and development aspects depend. Temperature impacts on crops vary widely
depending on soil conditions, crop species, and cultivars. Therefore, quantifying crop
plant responses to temperature is important in supporting the decision for stakeholders
such as governments, agriculture production managers, and planners to meet the food and
energy needs of rising population in the United States and the world. IPCC (2007)
projected an increase of 1.5 to 5.4 °C in global air temperatures by the end of this
century. Also, climate alternations will possibly change total weather patterns including
the intensity and magnitude of precipitation and temperature patterns along the cropping
season. This could affect potentially all crops if the abiotic factors override the tolerance
range of crop species in a specific environment (Peters and Lovejoy, 1992).
Soybean (Glycine max L. Merr.), is one of the most valuable crops, with the huge
demand of processed soybean meals for animal feed industry, soybean oil for human
consumption, and biofuels. Soybean production was increased by 4.6% annually from
1961 to 2007 and estimated 217.6 million tons in 2007 (Masuda and Goldsmith, 2009).
Studies have well recognized the effects of low and high at different stages of soybean
(Edwards, 1934; Lin et al., 1984; Sinclair et al., 1991; Tacarindua et al., 2013). However,
the influence of temperature on early-season soybean growth and development,
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particularly root growth dynamics and quantitative functional relationships between
temperature and crop growth processes are not available.
Weather conditions like temperature vary spatially and temporally across the
soybean growing areas and seasons. The planting window for soybean in the US state of
Mississippi typically ranges from May to June; however, in the last two decades,
producers started to adopt early soybean production system with Maturity Group V and
IV. Past changes in climate and improved tolerance of soybean and other crops (Koti et
al., 2005; Salem et al., 2007; Wijewardana et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2018) might have
helped adopt the early-season planting changes in soybean and other crops in the US
Midsouth (Heatherly, 1999; Singh et al., 2018). Early-planting of soybeans could
potentially minimize yield losses due to high temperatures during flowering pod
developing stage and low precipitation days during crop production system (Hoeft et al.,
2000).
Seedling growth and development is a critical stage of crop establishment that
provides the foundation for healthy canopy development for better radiation capture and
utilization. The optimum temperature for reproductive growth of soybeans ranged
between 23 to 39 °C depending upon the type of maturity groups (Salem et al., 2007; Egli
and Wardlaw, 1980); however, limited information is available on cardinal temperatures
of early seedlings of soybeans with determinate or indeterminate growth habits.
Therefore, the objective of this study was to investigate seedling growth and development
responses to a wide range of temperatures in soybeans and to provide functional
algorithms between temperature and crop growth processes including root traits.
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Material and Methods
Plant Materials
An experiment was conducted in 2014 to assess the soybean seedling growth and
development at different temperatures using five sunlit, controlled environment chambers
named as Soil–Plant–Atmosphere–Research (SPAR) units (Reddy et al., 2001) located at
Rodney Foil Plant Science Research Center, Mississippi State University, MS. Two
soybean cultivars from Maturity Group V, Asgrow AG 5332 (AG) with an indeterminate
growth habit and Progeny P5333 RY (PR) with a determinate growth habit were planted
in PVC (polyvinyl chloride) plastic pots (15.2 cm diameter and 30.5 cm height) at 1.5-2
cm depth. The pots were filled with 0.5 kg gravel at the bottom and sandy loam soil
composed of 1 part of sand and three parts of top soil. The plants were irrigated and
fertilized with full-strength Hoagland nutrient solution (Hoagland and Arnon, 1950) by
an automated drip irrigation system delivered three times a day at 0700, 1200, and 1700
h. During the experiment, the daily solar radiation ranged 285-2800 nm outdoor of the
SPAR was recorded using pyranometer (Model 4-8; The Eppley Laboratory Inc.,
Newport, RI). The environmental parameters controlled during the experiment are
provided in Table 4.1.
Temperature Treatment and Experimental Design
To assess the effect of temperature on soybean seedling growth and development
from emergence to V1-V7, five days/night temperature treatments (TTs; 20/12, 25/17,
30/22, 35/27, and 40/32°C) were randomly imposed using five different SPAR units. In
each SPAR unit, a total of 12 pots of the two cultivars were arranged in a completely
randomized design, with each cultivar was replicated six times within the treatment.
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Temperature treatments were imposed on emergence, eight days after planting, and
maintained till harvesting, 21 DAP.
Table 4.1

The set treatments and measured day/night average temperatures, carbon
dioxide concentration (CO2) vapor pressure deficit (VPD), and
evapotranspiration (ET), during experiment period for each treatment.

Temperature
treatments set,
°C

Sunlit growth chambers environmental
Day/night
temperature, °C

CO2 µmol
mol-1

Mean daily
VPD kPa

Mean daily
ET L m-2 d-1

20/12

17.1e

414a

1.17d

6.5c

25/17

21.8d

414a

0.93e

6.6c

30/22

28.0c

411a

2.32c

10.6a

35/27

31.2b

410a

3.02b

8.9b

40/32

35.6a

411a

3.61a

9.1b

Different lower-case letters within the column are significantly different at P ≤ 0.05 and
compare the temperature treatments effects on the given parameter.
Measurements
The harvested plants were measured for shoot traits including plant height,
mainstem node numbers, leaf area using LI-3100 area meter (Li-3100, Li-COR Inc.,
Lincoln, Nebraska, USA). Roots were washed gently, separated, and untangled with a
small paintbrush to reduce root overlapping. The roots were then scanned using the WinRHIZO optical scanner to acquire high resolution (800 by 800 dpi) root images. The root
images were then analyzed for root length, root surface area, root volume, and a number
of tips, forks, and crossings using winRHIZO Pro software (Regent Instruments, 2009).
Plant materials (Shoot and root) were dried in an oven set to 72°C for three days
and then weighed for leaf, stem, and root weights. Aboveground weight was calculated
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by summation of leaf weight and stem weight. Total dry weight was calculated by adding
aboveground weight to root weight. Also, Root to shoot ratio was calculated by dividing
the root weight with shoot weight.
Data Analysis
The data collected were analyzed for variance using Proc GLM procedure in SAS
(SAS Institute, 2011) Cultivars and TTs were used as main sources of variance to
determine the effects of temperature treatment, cultivar, and temperature × cultivars
interaction. Means were separated using Fisher’s protected least significant difference
(LSD, P ≤ 0.05). The growth and development responses to TTs were derived using best
fit regression functions in Sigma Plot 13.0 (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA).
Results and Discussion
The air temperature treatments imposed in the present study exhibited the
temperature variability of present and projected climatic conditions across the U.S.
soybean planting states. The functional relationships between temperature and soybean
growth and developmental traits could be used to improve current soybean models for the
early-season development of many modern cultivars. This study provided a detailed
investigation of temperature impacts on early seedling growth and development for the
soybean cultivars with determinate and indeterminate growth habits, including root traits.
Shoot traits
The low temperatures adversely affected the early seedling growth of soybeans
with lower values for plant height and mainstem node numbers across TTs. Similar
results were obtained in other crops like cotton (Brand et al., 2016; Reddy et al., 2017,
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Singh et al., 2018), and corn (Wijewardana et al., 2015). The values for plant height were
observed highest at 30/22°C treatment in both AG (15.7 cm) and PR (19.7 cm) among the
TTs (Fig. 4.1A). The mean plant height of PR cultivar was higher than AG by 14.21%
across TTs. Quadratic function best-described relationships between temperature and
plant height in both AG (R2= 0.93) and PR (R2= 0.93), such that low TT significantly
declined plant height than the moderate temperature with little effects of high
temperatures which were inconsistent with the findings of Gall et al. (2015). Low
temperatures lead to the inhibition of photosynthesis and sucrose synthesis in plant (Stitt
and Hurry, 2002), which cloud minimize plant height, while high temperature causes a
range of physiological, morpho-anatomical, and biochemical changes in plants (CraftsBrandner and Salvucci, 2002; Larkindale and Knight, 2002; Kotak et al., 2007).
However, these changes impact plant growth and development differently depending on
the growth and developmental stage (Hall, 1992).
Similarly to plant height, the main stem node number increased quadratically with
increasing levels of temperature treatments. Temperature treatment 35/27 and 40/32 °C
produced higher mainstem node number compared with low TT in both cultivars. Unlike
plant height, the high temperature significantly increased the mainstem node number
(Table 4.2). Also, the trends for internode length were opposite to that observed for
mainstem node numbers across TTs. Further, cultivar PR have a significantly greater
mainstem nodes number compared with AG across TTs (Fig. 4.1B). The similar findings
were obtained for seedling growth in cotton and corn (Reddy et al., 2017; Wijewardana et
al., 2015). Leaves being the major source of carbohydrates, the importance of canopy leaf
area development during vegetative growth period were correlated well with yield traits
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in the past. Therefore, understanding the effect of abiotic stresses including temperature
on leaf area at different growth stages has been considered useful for producers. The
aerial plant parts including leaf area were impacted by low temperature (Mahajan and
Tuteja, 2005; Sanghera et al., 2011) as well as high temperature (Koti et al., 2007). Leaf
area showed a quadratic trend (R2 = 0.88) along with increasing levels of TTs, with
significant lower leaf area was observed at low-temperature treatment, 20/12°C, while
leaf area was found significantly higher at 35/27°C treatment. Unlike, plant height and
mainstem node number, cultivars showed no difference in leaf area across TTs (Fig.
4.1C). The quadratic relationship was observed between leaf area and increasing
temperatures in soybean by Sinclair, (1984), that further supports the results of the
present study.
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Table 4.2

Analysis of variation across the temperatures (TMP), cultivars (CUL), and
their interaction (TMP × CUL) with soybean morphological parameters,
measurement at 21 days after sowing (13days after treatments).
Treatment
Sources of variation
TMP

CUL

TMP × CUL

Plant height

***

***

**

Mainstem node

***

**

ns

Leaf area

***

ns

ns

Leaf weight

***

ns

ns

Stem weight

***

*

ns

Shoot weight

***

ns

ns

Root weight

***

ns

ns

Total weight

***

ns

ns

Root shoot ratio

***

ns

ns

Root length

***

ns

ns

Root surface area

***

ns

*

Root volume

***

**

ns

Root forks

***

ns

ns

Root crossing

***

ns

ns

Root tips

***

**

***

*, **, and ***, are indicate significance at 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 probability level
respectively, and NS indicates non- significance.
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Figure 4.1

Temperature effects on soybean plant height (A), stemnode (B), and leaf
area (C) for plants harvested at 21 days after sowing. The temperature
treatments were imposed 8 days after sowing. Each data point is mean of
six replications and standard errors are shown if the values are larger than
the symbols.

Root Traits
Quantitative root growth and dynamics data in response to temperature were
limited in the previous studies, mainly because of inefficient equipment and analytical
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software. Recent studies had made use of the root phenotype systems to study the effect
of abiotic stresses like temperatures and drought on root system of seedling growth in
various crops (Brand et al., 2016; Reddy et al. 2017; Wijewardana et al. 2015; Singh et
al. 2017; Singh et al., 2018). However, information about temperature effects on soybean
seedling growth including root traits is still not fully understood. The scanned root
images in the present study depicted the adverse effects of low TTs (20/12°C) on root
system architecture and growth, compared with other TTs (Fig. 4.2). Further, the analysis
of root images revealed a significant difference in lateral root growth; i.e., root tips, forks,
and crossings among the TTs (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.3 A-C). On average, root tips were 11%
higher in Ag compared with PR; however, no difference between cultivars was observed
for root forks and root crossings. Quadratic functions best described the root tips, forks,
and crossings dynamics in response to temperature in both cultivars (R2 = 0.70- 0.83).
On an average, the higher number of root tips, forks, and crossings were obtained at a
range of temperature between 27-29°C. Besides, root length, root surface area, and root
volume increased quadratically with increasing temperatures in both cultivars (Fig. 4.4A,
B, and C). The maximum cumulative root length of 5574 cm plant-1 and root surface area
of 698 cm2 plant-1 were observed at 29°C. PR had slightly higher root volume, 7.6 cm3
plant-1, compared with AG, 6.6 at 29°C.
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Figure 4.2

Pictorial representation of root images for soybean plants grown at various
temperatures and harvested 21 days after planting.
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Figure 4.3

Temperature effects on soybean root tips (A) root forks (B) and root
crossings (C) for plants harvested at 21 days after sowing. The temperature
treatments were imposed 8 days after sowing. Each data point is mean of
six replications and standard errors are shown if the values are larger than
the symbols.

Root length, root surface area, root diameters, and root volume are useful
parameters describing the root performance under varied stress conditions and nutrient
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uptake efficiency (Rosolem et al., 1994; McMichael et al., 2010; Hammer et al., 2009;
Brand et al., 2016). Also, these traits are indicators of the root functions and size (Costa
et al., 2002).
As reflected for shoot and root morphological traits, plant biomass was also
impacted by temperature showing the similar trends as for other parameters. Total plant
weight, root weights, and root to shoot ratio increased in a quadratic manner across the
TTs in both cultivars (Fig. 4.5A, B, and C). No significant differences were found
between cultivars for total plant weight, root weights, and root to shoot ratio. Lindemann
and Ham (1979) revealed soil temperature of 25°C as optimum to achieve maximum dry
weight in soybeans. While the present study estimated air temperatures of 34°C as
optimum and 7-15°C as a minimum for the shoot and root dry weights during soybean
seedling growth. The present study observed the root growth being more sensitive than
shoot growth to low TT such that root/shoot ratio significantly declined with decreasing
levels of TTs. Similar to the observations in this study, Reddy et al. (2017) also showed
biomass partitioning towards roots in young cotton plants and Wijewardana et al. (2015)
in corn.
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Figure 4.4

Temperature effects on soybean root length (A), root surface area (B), and
root volume (C) for plants harvested at 21 days after sowing. The
temperature treatments were imposed 8 days after sowing. Each data point
is mean of six replications and standard errors are shown if the values are
larger than the symbols.
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Figure 4.5

Temperature effects on soybean total dry weight (A), root weight (B), and
root shoot ratio (C) for plants harvested at 21 days after sowing. The
temperature treatments were imposed 8 days after sowing. Each data point
is mean of six replications and standard errors are shown if the values are
larger than the symbols.
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Conclusions
The influence of varying temperatures showed a significant impact on the shoot
and root traits at the seedling growth stage. The optimum temperature for root growth and
developmental traits was slightly less than the optimum temperature for shoot traits.
Shoot development traits like mainstem node number significantly increased under high TTs
than optimum TTs, while little or no effects of high TT were observed on shoot growth traits,
including plant height and leaf area. Both the cultivars showed a quadratic increase in

measured growth and development traits to increasing levels of TTs. Cultivar PR showed
a higher value for plant height, root tips, and main stem leaves than AG across TTs, but
the results were vice-versa for root volume. The information on temperature-dependent
below- and aboveground growth and developmental functions from this study will be a
beneficial to improve soybean models in current production systems. The cardinal
temperatures obtained for seedling growth in this study will guide producers in soybean
management decisions for the present and future environment.
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CHAPTER V
QUANTIFYING SOYBEAN VEGETATIVE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
RESPONSES TO TEMPERATURE
Abstract
In agriculture system, crop growth and development rate are dependent to
temperature. To quantify temperature effects on soybean vegetative growth up to
flowering and validate functionality with data collecting on outdoor two experiments
were conducted. The data for vegetative growth and flowering model development was
generated at varying temperatures, 20/12, 25/17, 30/22, 35/27, and 40/32°C, under sunlit
plant growth facility on two soybean cultivars, Asgrow AG5332 (AG) and Progeny P
5333 RY (PR), from Maturity Group (MG) V. The temperature treatments were imposed
8 days after planting and continued until 50 after treatments (DAT). Plant height and
mainstem node were measured weekly. Time for 50% flowering (t50) was recorded, and
then flowering rate (FR) was calculated as reciprocal to time at each temperature in both
the cultivars. Plant height increased quadratically with time under all temperature
treatments while the mainstem node increased linearly. Temperature and cultivars were
impacted significantly soybean plant height, stem elongation rate, internodes length, leaf
expansion rate, leaf area, biomass accumulation rate, leaf weight, stem weight, root
weight, and total weight. AG cultivar flowered earliest than PR at all temperature
treatments. A quadratic flowering model (QFM) best described the relationship between
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t50 and FR and temperature (R2 = 0.95). Then, an experiment with 18 cultivars utilizing
natural diurnal and seasonal changes in temperature conditions in pots was conducted.
Air temperature and t50 were recorded, and FR was estimated for all cultivars. T50 and
FR were significantly different among the cultivars. We tested the QFM with a correction
coefficient, and the results indicated high correlation (R2 =1.00) between observation and
prediction values. The FQM model, if incorporated into the existing soybean models, will
provide a better estimation of seed emergence for field and other model applications.
Also, using the temperature data from weather stations, producers could predict soybean
FR under field conditions for various planting dates.
Introduction
Plant growth and development rate are dependent on the interaction between the
genetic and environmental factors. Each plant species has a specific environment to
express itself. Temperature is one of those environmental requirements that represented
by cardinal temperature. These values, minimum, optimum, and maximum, are indicating
the range of minimum to maximum vegetative and reproductive growth and
development. Many studies were reported those value for different species (Edalat and
Kazemeini, 2014; Hatfield et al., 2008; Hatfield et al., 2011; Porter and Gawith, 1999),
and for soybean the optima temperature for several soybean processes reported from 23
to 39°C depending to growth and development stage (Egli and Wardlaw, 1980; Salem et
al., 2007). Temperature below or above the range of expected can cause significant
reducing growth and development and ultimately the yields (Schlenker and Roberts,
2009; Zhao et al., 2017), the rate of dry matter production (Devasirvatham et al., 2012;
Singh et al, 2018; Sionit et al., 1987), the rate of leaf appearance (Sinclair et al., 2005),
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and, at extremes level, can cause production to cease (Grace, 1987). Van Schaik and
Probst (1958) reported early that increasing temperatures from 15.6°C to 32.2°C at a
photoperiod of 14 h increased plant height and mainstem node of two soybean cultivars,
Clark and Midwest. Thomas and Raper (1978) also reported in a study using soybean
cultivar Ransom from MG VIII with day/night treatments, 18/14 °C, 22/18 °C, 26/22 °C,
and 30/26 °C, that the number of mainstem nodes increased with increasing temperature
and, usually, mean internode lengths and plant height also increased. Moreover, Allen et
al. (2018) exhibited that elevated temperature, 38/30 and 42/34°C, at earliest stages of
soybean Maverick cultivar from MG III with indeterminate growth habit increased the
mainstem nodes and decreased the individual internodes length. Furthermore, in study
used 17/11, 20/17, 23/20, 26/23, 32/23, 29/26, and 32/29°C, Hesketh et al. (1973)
observed that time required for a specific event such as developing leaves on the main
stem decreased with increasing temperature, and they exhibited a linear correlation
between mean temperature and trifoliate rate. Singh et al. (2018) reported in the range of
temperature 24/18 to 36/30 plant height, mainstem node, and leaf area were increased
following a sigmoidal growth pattern.
It has been known that time to flower in soybean can adjust by some of the abiotic
factors including temperature (Cober et al., 2001; Cregan and Hartwig, 1984; Hesketh et
al., 1973; Hodges and French, 1985; Setiyono et al., 2007; Sinclair et al., 1991; Steinberg
and Garner, 1936; Summerfield and Wilcox, 1978), but little attention was paid to use
temperature as key in predicting flowering time separately.
Time for first flower was different between two constant temperatures (18 and
28°C) (Cober et al., 2001), and it reduced with increasing temperature from 13 to 30°C
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(Hesketh et al., 1973). Soybean plants at three day/night temperature regime, 20/15,
25/20, and 30/25, flowered after 60, 33, and 29 days after emergence, respectively,
(Heinemann et al., 2006).
It is an important for soybean producers to know when various plant development
stages happen for making right and timely crop management decisions. Although many
of flowering simulation models have been developed, these models have been combining
two or more environments factors, which makes those model complex to use. Mostly, the
models that developed to predict time to flowering were used temperature and photodiode
as indications. Soybean flowering time was not sensitive to photoperiod up to 16 h per
day for some cultivars from MG 00, 0, I, and II (Griswell and Hume, 1972).
Temperature effects on soybean studies have been conducted in the field where
other environmental factors co-vary, and it is difficult to control the temperature in an
excellent way, or in indoor plant growth chambers with the unrealistic light environment,
which is blocking an affecting percentage of solar radiation. On the other hand
experiment conducted in growth chambers such as the Soil-Plant-Atmosphere-Research
units (SPAR) located at Mississippi State University offer plants an environment that
closely resembles natural field condition while still allowing researchers to closely
manipulate many variables. SPAR units nearly 97% of photosynthetically active radiation
(PAR), eliminating any issues caused by reduced levels of solar radiation. These
experimental units also allow complete control over temperature, CO2 concentration,
humidity, and soil moisture levels, therefore allowing researchers to isolate single abiotic
factor. Furthermore, the gap in some of the previous studies that related to temperature
effects on soybean vegetative growth and development was the consideration of heat or
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cold stresses, and omitted using a wide range of temperature, which can be more
beneficial to explain the relationship between temperature and soybean growth and
development.
Therefore, understanding effects of temperature on soybean precedes
consideration of the impacts that changes in climatic variability conditions might have on
soybean. A changing climate might exhibit increased climatic variability and little
changes in climatic variability can make relatively significant changes in the frequency of
uncommon climatic events (Kattenberg et al., 1996). In the present study, fully control
system to temperature, CO2, soil moisture, and nutrients with near 97% of sunlight used
to quantify temperature effects on vegetative growth and development on two contrasting
soybean cultivars, and to provide quantitative information that could be used to improve
the functionality of soybean model for management applications.
Materials and Methods
Experiment Facility
An experiment was conducted on the Mississippi State University off campus
(North farm) at Starkville (33°27′45” N 88°49′12″W). Soybean was grown in 90 PVC
pots in five controlled environment chambers name as Soil–Plant–Atmosphere–Research
(SPAR) that is controlling environmental conditions including the atmospheric carbon
dioxide concentration and air temperatures at fixed set points and near to ambient stages
of photosynthetically active radiation. SPAR growth chamber consists of two main parts.
In the base, a steel soil bin (1 m deep by 2 m long and 0.5 m wide) was built to
assemblage the root system. On the top, a Plexiglas chamber (2.5 m tall by 2 m long, and
1.5 m wide) was built to assemblage aboveground plant parts and to link the SPAR with
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heating and cooling system and other components. By using pyranometer (Model 4-8;
The Eppley Laboratory Inc., Newport, RI), the daily solar radiation range between 2852800 nm was recorded (Table 5.1). Environmental control systems and monitoring are
supporting the SPAR growth chambers by a network to save the data and provide
automatic acquisition every 10 s during the day and night. A humidity and temperature
sensor model (HMV 70Y, Vaisala Inc., San Jose, CA) was fitted to measured and
monitor the relative humidity (RH) of each growth chamber, and from these
measurements, the measured vapor pressure deficits (VPD) in the units calculated as per
Murray (1967) (Table 5.1). Evapotranspiration rates, throughout the temperature
treatment period, was expressed and determined on a ground area basis (L d–1) for each
growth chamber. The Evapotranspiration rates were measured and calculated as the rate
at which condensate was removed by the cooling coils system at 900 s intervals by
measuring the size of aggregation water in collecting devices connected to a calibrated
pressure transducer (McKinion and Hodges, 1985). Throughout of the experiment, the
daily solar radiation that is coming measured with a pyranometer (Model 4-8; The Eppley
Laboratory Inc., Newport, RI, USA) outside the SPAR units ranged from 4.5 to 29.5 MJ
m−2 d−1 with an average value of 22.3 ± 5.4 MJm−2 d−1. More details about the processes
and controls of SPAR chambers have been described by Reddy et al. (2001).
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Table 5.1

The set of temperature treatments, day, night, and day/night average
temperature, the mean of daily measured chamber CO2 concentration,
vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and evapotranspiration (ET) during the
experimental period, 58 days after planting (50 days of treatments), for
various temperature treatments of the Soil-Plant-Atmosphere-Research
units located at Mississippi State, MS.

Temperature
treatments set, °C

Temperature, °C

CO2 µmol
mol-1

Mean daily
VPD KPa

Mean daily
ET L m-2 d-1

Day

Night

Day/night

20/12

20.52e

12.75e

17.13e

409.9a

1.83d

6.48c

25/17

25.03d

17.60d

21.81d

405.8a

2.43c

6.97c

30/22

29.15c

21.68c

26.01c

404.1a

2.90c

13.72b

35/27

34.37b

26.61b

31.20b

408.2a

3.85b

15.15a

40/32

38.68a

31.14a

35.58a

410.4a

4.91a

15.43a

† Values in each column followed by same letter are not significantly different (P < 0.05)
according to Fisher’s LSD.

Plant Materials and Temperature Treatments
From maturity group V, two soybean cultivars were used. Progeny P5333 RY
(PR) is a determinate growth habit while Asgrow AG5332 (AG) is an indeterminate
growth habit. Soybean seeds were tread using a fungicide planted in 90 PVCs (Polyvinyl
chloride) and planted at plastic pots (6 inches (15.2 cm) diameter and 12 inches (30.5 cm)
height) at 0.5 to 1inch (1.5-2 cm) depth. Five days/night temperature treatments, 20/12,
25/17, 30/22, 35/27, and 40/32°C, were imposed 8 days after planting. All the PVC pots
were filled with mix soil and sand that was 1:3 ratio. Before filling the pot, 500 g was put
at the bottom of the pot. Each pot had one hole with 0.5 cm diameter at the bottom to let
the drainage of the additional water and nutrients. The plants were irrigated and fertilized
three times a day with full-strength Hoagland nutrient solution (Hoagland and Arnon,
1950) by an automated drip irrigation system. To investigate the effect of a wide range of
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temperatures on soybean vegetative growth and development from emergence to R1 the
experiment was conducted using five SPAR units. In each SPAR, a total of 18 pots, were
arranged in 6 rows, three pots per each row in a completely randomized design with a
5×2 factorial arrangement where each cultivar was replicated nine times within the
treatment. The day and night time were normal, so the daytime temperature was started at
sunrise and returned to the nighttime temperature one h after sunset.
Measurements
Growth and Development Weekly Measurement
To investigate the effect of temperature on soybean vegetative growth and
development, plant height, considered as plant growth, and mainstem node number,
considered as development, were measured weekly. Plant height was measured from near
to soil surface, the first node on the main stem, to the top fully expanded leaf using a
ruler, and mainstem nodes were counted. All plants were watched daily to record the time
50% flowering (t50), and flowering rate (FR).
Growth and Development Traits and Soybean Biomass
All soybean plants were harvested 50 DAT. Plants were cut into two parts at the
soil surface. Plant height was measured by a ruler, and the mainstem node was counted.
Leaf area was measured using LI-3100 area meter by placing soybean leaves between the
transparent belts and taken accumulated leaf area reading for each plant. Plant materials
including shoot and root (After washed gently using water flowing softly) were dried
using an oven set to 72°C for three days. Then leaf, stem, and root were weighed. Total
weight was calculated by adding aboveground weight (Leaf and stem) to root weight.
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Stem elongation rate and nod addition rate were founded by divide plant height and
mainstem node values, respectively, by the time (Per day) at the harvest. Internode length
calculated by dividing the plant height by the number of mainstem node. Leaf area
expansion rate and biomass accumulation rate were founded by dividing the leaf area and
total weight by the time at the harvest, respectively. The flowering response of AG and
temperature was used to develop a quadratic flowering model (QFM). This model was
tested to indicate the validation.
Model validation experiment
An experiment was conducted on the Mississippi State University off campus
(North farm) at Starkville (33°27′45” N 88°49′12″W). The experiment was conducted in
outdoor environmental conditions using 18 cultivars from MG III, VI, and V. Soybean
seeds were tread using a fungicide planted in 304 PVC (Polyvinyl chloride) plastic pots
30-inch (72.20 cm) height and diameter and 6-inch (15.24 cm) at 0.5 to 1-inch (1.5-2 cm)
depth. Each cultivar was replicated 4 times randomly in a block, and 4 blocks were used.
In order to simulate a field conditions a row of soybean plants were planted around the
experiment. All pots were filled with mix sand and soil by 3:1 ratio. Before filling the
pot, 500 g was put at the bottom of the pot. Each pot had one hole with 0.5 cm diameter
at the bottom to let the drainage of the additional water and nutrients. The plants were
irrigated and fertilized three times a day with full-strength Hoagland nutrient solution
(Hoagland and Arnon, 1950) by an automated drip irrigation system. After a week of the
emergence, one plant was left for each pot. During the growing season, plants were
sprayed twice using pesticide and fungicide to avoid the disease infection. After 25 days
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of planting, plants were watched daily to report flowering. Time for 50% flowering was
recorded and the flowering rate was calculated.
Statistical Analysis
Soybean plants planted in pots that arranged as a complete randomized design
with nine replicates. General analysis of variance (SAS Institute, 2011) was made to
determine the significance level of (P ≤ 0.05) of temperature treatment, cultivar, and
temperature × cultivars interaction. Best fit regression functions were selected based on
regression coefficients. Also, when there were no differences between the cultivars, a
single regression was used to describe the temperature and growth and developmental
response parameters. Graphical analysis was carried out using Sigma Plot 13.0 (Systat
Software Inc., San Jose, CA).
The validation experiment was designed to be The Randomized Complete Block
Design (RCBD). Statistical analyses were made using SAS (SAS Enterprise Guide, 4.2,
SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, United States). The cultivars comparisons were conducted
by least square means (LSMEANS) procedure (at α = 0.05) when the interaction was
significant at P ≤ 0.05 with the letter grouping found using a pdmix800 macro (Saxton,
1998).
At the time of experiment termination (SPAR experiment), PR flowered in only 4
temperature treatments, but not low temperature, 20/12°C. Therefore, only AG was used
to develop a QFM. By indicating the significant difference for the t50 and FR among the
cultivars, the cultivars were grouped depend on similarities and the differences with AG.
The cultivars with no significant difference had the same letter. The cultivars with no
significant difference with AG got score equal to 1. All the other cultivars were divided
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the mean value (Time at 50% flowering and flowering rate) by the mean value for AG to
calculate the correction coefficient. Correction coefficients were used to multiply with
predicating time by QMF.
Results and Discussion
The range of air temperatures used in this experiment represented the temperature
variability of current and projected future climatic conditions across the U.S. soybean
grown area. The responses of various growth and developmental traits for soybean to
temperature could be used to improve existing soybean models for vegetative growth. In
this study, we are addressing the temperature effects on soybean vegetative growth and
development using morphological traits for two soybean cultivars. Measured day/night
temperatures were not significantly different compared with setting temperatures for the
same treatment (Table 5.1). The other environmental elements factors, such as the mean
of daily measured chamber CO2, vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and evapotranspiration
(ET) showed in table 5.1.
Growth and development
The analysis of variance exposed significant (P ≤ 0.05) differences among
temperature treatment, cultivars, date of measurement, and their interaction for plant
height and mainstem node number showed in table 5.2. All the correlations relationships
among temperature treatments, cultivars, and time for measurement were exhibited in fig.
5.1 and 5.2. Plant height quadratically increased with experiment time for both cultivars
at all temperature treatment. Plant height was slightly increased at 20/12°C compared
with other temperature treatment while it was rapidly increased at 35/27°C. PR had
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higher plant height at all temperature treatments compared with AG. After 2 and 9 days
after treatments (DAT), plant height had no significant difference among temperature
treatments; however, the variability among the treatment appeared 16 DAT. Plant height
at 35/27°C after 23, 30, 37, 44, and 50 DAT was higher compared with other temperature
treatment.
Soybean mainstem nodes linearly increased with time of treatment at all
temperature treatments. At 2 DAT, temperature and cultivars did not affect mainstem
node while 9 DAT showed that a range of variation started to appear among temperature
treatments and both cultivars. The rate of the increasing mainstem node was slow at
20/12°C; however, it was rapidly increased at 35/27°C. The highest stemnodes number,
22.4, observed at temperature 35/27°C. PR, on average, was higher than AG by having a
stemnodes number.
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Figure 5.1

Two soybean cultivars (Asgrow AG5332 (AG) and Progeny P5333 RY
(PR)) plant height responded to a wide range of temperature treatments
throughout 50 day after treatments experiment period.

In general, plant height and mainstem node followed the two different patterns as
responses for temperature treatments; however, there is similarity in responses. At lowtemperature treatment, 20/12°C, the growth and development were slow, but the progress
in which adding more mainstem node and increasing in plant height were rapidly
increased with increasing temperature treatment. Low temperature might reduce cells
activities (Bilska-Kos et al., 2017), and it leads also to increase cell wall thickness and
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reduce pore-size of the cell wall as a type of acclimatization (Janska et al., 2010). Higher
temperature rapidly increased the growth (Reddy et al., 2017), and it impacted the
development (Hicks, 1978; Whigham and Minor, 1978). The results in this study are in
agreement with previous studies on soybean (Tenorio, 2016), cotton (Reddy et al., 2017),
corn (Wijewardana et al., 2015), and rice (Krishnan et al., 2011). PR also showed higher
adaption to temperature variability at early growth and development stages compared
with AG, and that could be related to a variability in genes since those cultivars are
different in growth habit (Zanon et al., 2016).
Table 5.2

Analysis of variation across the temperatures, cultivars, measuring date and
their interactions with soybean plant height and nodes number, growth and
developmental parameters during the experimental period.
Source of variation

Plant height

Nodes

Temperature

0.001

0.001

Cultivar

0.001

0.001

Date

0.001

0.001

Temperature x cultivar

0.001

0.001

Temperature x date

0.001

0.010

Cultivar x date

0.001

0.106

Temperature x cultivar x date 0.001

0.001
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Figure 5.2

Two soybean cultivars (Asgrow AG5332 (AG) and Progeny P5333 RY
(PR)) mainstem node number responded to a wide range of temperature
treatments throughout 50 day after treatments experiment period.

Temperature treatments were impacted significantly soybean stem elongation rate
(P < 0.0001), nodes addition rate (P < 0.0001), internode length (P < 0.0001), leaf area
expansion rate (P < 0.0001), and biomass accumulation rate (P < 0.0001). Cultivars also
showed a significant affecting on stem elongation (P < 0.0001), internodes length (P <
0.0001), leaf area expansion rate (P < 0.0001), biomass accumulation rate (P < 0.0001)
but not nodes addition rate (P = 0.332) (Table 5.3). All listed parameters were responded
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quadratically to temperature treatment. For both cultivars, the rate of growth and
development increased with increased temperature treatment and it reached its peak at
optimum level and then declined with higher temperature treatment. For all growth and
development traits, minimum temperatures were range between 9 - 16°C, and the
optimum temperatures were confined between 26 - 31°C. Maximum temperature also
was ranged between 40-45°C. An average temperature below or above the optimum
range was vouched to reduce the growth and development levels.
Greater stem elongation rate for PR was 3.02 cm plan-1 d-1 at 29°C, and it was
higher by 64 and 30% than the lower average temperature, 17°C, and higher average
temperature, 36°C, respectively, while stem elongation rate for AG was 2.45 cm plan-1 d-1
at 28°C and it was higher by 63 and 18% than lower and higher average temperature,
respectively (Fig. 5.3A). Since no differences between the cultivars was observed in term
node addition rate, the greater node addition was founded at 31°C and it was 0.41 no.
plant-1 d-1, and it is leading by 48 and 0.02% compared with lowest and highest
temperature (17 and 36°C), respectively (Fig. 5.3B). Internode length was optimized at
27°C for AG, 6.63 cm, and at 28°C for PR, 7.04 cm. Average temperature 17°C reduced
the internode length 33% and 29% for AG and PR, respectively, compared with at their
optimum temperature (Fig. 5.3C).
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Table 5.3

Analysis of variation across the temperatures (T), cultivars (C), and their
interaction (T × C) with soybean morphological and growth parameters
measured 58 days after planting and 50 days of temperature treatment, for
various temperature treatments.

Sources of variation

T

C

T×C

Plant height

***

***

**

Mainstem nodes

***

ns

ns

Stem elongation rate

***

***

***

Nodes addition rate

***

ns

ns

Internodes length

***

***

ns

Leaf area expansion rate

***

***

***

Leaf area

***

***

**

Biomass accumulation rate

***

***

ns

Leaf dry weight

***

***

*

Stem dry weight

***

***

ns

Root dry weight

***

***

ns

Total dry weight

***

***

ns

*, **, and ***, are indicate significance at 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 probability level
respectively, and ns indicates non- significance.
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Figure 5.3

Temperature effects on two soybean stem elongation rate (A), node
addition rate (B), and internode length (C). Values were calculated 50days
after temperature treatments.

Also, average temperature of 36°C reduced the internode length 29% and 21% for
AG and PR, respectively, compared with at their optimum. Leaf area expansion rate was
higher in PR by 34% than AG after 50 DAT (Fig. 5.4A). It optimized at 28°C for AG and
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26°C for PR. The wider leaf area expansion rate was 167 and 252 cm2 plant-1 d-1 for AG
and PR, respectively. Biomass accumulation rate increased rapidly with increasing
temperature up to 27°C for AG (1.75 g plan-1 d-1) and 28°C for PR (2.42 g plan-1 d-1) (Fig.
5.4B). Lowest temperature (17°C) and the highest temperature (36°C) reduced biomass
accumulation rate by 63 and 22% for AG and 49 and 24% for PR, respectively. In this
study increasing temperature rapidly increased the growth (Plant height, stem elongation
rate, internodes length, and leaf expansion rate) and development (mainstem node and
nodes addition rate) up to optimum temperature then slightly decline. This finding
suggests that, in the examination temperature range, lowest temperature reduced the
growth processes more than highest temperature at vegetative growth stages, and it is in
agreement with Baker et al. (1989), Singh et al. (2018) and Sionit et al. (1987); however,
the quadratic responses for most of the traits was in dissent with Singh et al. (2018).
Soybean leaf area quadratically increased with temperature treatments (Fig. 5.5).
PR cultivars had wider leaf area compared with AG across all temperature treatment.
Optimum temperatures were 26 and 28°C for PR and AG, respectively. Greater leaf area
was observed for PR at optimum temperature and it was 13466 cm2 and it was higher by
31% compared with AG.
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Figure 5.4

Temperature effects on two soybean leaf area expansion rate (A), and
biomass accumulation rate. Values were calculated 50days after
temperature treatments.

No significant differences in leaf area was observed between low temperature
(20/12°C) and high temperature(40/32°C) for PR compared with each other; however,
leaf area were reduced significantly (28 and 33% respectively) in those treatments
compared with optimum temperature. High temperature (40/32°C) reduced 23% from
AG leaf area while low temperature (20/12°C) reduced 44% both compared with
optimum temperature.
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Figure 5.5

Temperature effects on two soybean cultivars leaf area. Values were
calculated 50 days after temperature treatments.

Temperature and cultivars after 50 DAT affected significantly soybean biomass
including leaf weight (P < 0.0001), stem weight (P < 0.0001), root weight (P < 0.0001),
and total weight (P < 0.0001) (Table 5.3). Quadratic responses with a range of R2
between 0.62 and 0.99 was best to describe the relationship between biomass traits and
temperature treatments (Fig. 5.6A, B, C, and D). Mostly, soybean biomass was increased
with increasing temperature treatments up to 30/22°C or 35/27°C and then decreased
with higher temperature treatment. The optimum temperature that was produced a highest
amount of biomass was range between 27-29°C while the minimum temperature was
range between 11 to 16°C. Maximum temperature also was range between 40 to 45°C.
Lowest temperature treatment, 20/12°C, showed the highest reduction in leaf weight,
45%, stem weight, 70%, root weight, 53%, and total plant weight, 59% compared with an
average of maximum value for both cultivars at optimum temperature. PR was higher
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than AG by 24% for leaf weight, 23% for stem weight, 27% for root weight, and 24% for
total weight. Similar results reported by Baker et al. (1989), Singh et al. (2018) and Sionit
et al. (1987).

Figure 5.6

temperature effects on two soybean cultivars leaf weight (A), stem weight
(B), root weight (C), and total weight. Values were calculated 50 days after
temperature treatments.
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Time for 50% flowering was modified significantly by temperature and cultivars
(Table 5.3). Increasing temperature reduced the time required for t50 flowering for both
cultivars up to optimum temperature (Fig 5.7A). Optimum temperatures were 28 and
29°C for AG and PR respectively. AG had 26.8 DAT until flowering, indeterminate
growth habit, but PR spent 39.3 DAT to flower, determinate growth habit, at optimum
temperature. For AG, t50 of plants at all temperature treatment flowered in range 26.8 to
46.7 DAT; however, for PR, plants at four temperature treatments, 25/17, 30/22, 35/27,
and 40/32°C, reached t50 flowering in range 39.3 to 47.1 DAT, but lowest temperature,
20/12°C, reached 50 DAT without flowering. Lowest temperature (20/12°C) and high
temperature (40/32°C) were increased time required for t50 flowering for AG cultivar by
43 and 29%, respectively. The flowering rate increased quadratically with increasing
temperature treatment, and it reached the top of its peak at optimum temperature, and
then decreased (Fig. 5.7B). AG had faster and wider flowering rate (0.0215 – 0.0374 1/d1

) across temperature treatment compared with PR (0.0212 – 0.0254 1/d-1). Since the

temperature beyond optimum decreased the growth (Fig. 5.1) and development (Fig. 5.2),
and cumulative of biomass (Fig. 5.4, 5, 6, and 7) throughout of experiment period, time
for flowering could affected. These results agree with Hesketh et al. (1973) and Major et
al. (1975) funding.
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Figure 5.7

Temperature effects on two soybean time to 50 flowering (t50) (A), and
flowering rate (FR). Values were calculated 50 days after temperature
treatments.

Model validation
Cultivars observed a significant difference in t50 flowering and flowering rate
(Table 5.4). Time to flowering frame was 23.19 d (24.06 to 47.25 d) after emergence. AG
cultivar flowered after 27.19 d in average temperature 26.4°C. Depending on the analysis
of variance for the 18 cultivars, four groups were classified. For each group the mean of
the t50 flowering and FR were calculated. By using the QFM predicting time for 50
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flowering was estimated. Then correction coefficients were used to fix the predicting
values. Predicting values for the cultivars was range from 24.54 to 45.79 d with 21.25 d
time frame. The results indicated a high correlation between observed value and
predicting value with correction coefficient and R2 = 1.00.
Table 5.4

The observing and predicting time to 50% flowering of 18 soybean
cultivars from Maturity Group (MG) III, IV, and V, with correction
coefficient.
Time to
50%
flowering, d

The mean of
time for 50%
flowering
groups

Correction
coefficient

Predicting
time, d

Predicting
time with
correction
coefficient,
d

24.91

0.916

26.78

24.54

0.916

26.783

24.54

0.916

26.78

24.54

0.916

26.78

24.54

0.916

26.78

24.54

1.000

26.78

26.78

1.000

26.70

26.70

1.000

26.70

26.70

Cultivars
company

Cultivars
Names

MG

Average
temperature,
°C

Great Heart
Seed

GT-477CR2

IV

26.2

24.06e

AgriGold

G4380RX

IV

26.2

25.00e

MorSoy

MS 4616
RXT

IV

26.2

25.00e

Dyna-Gro

S45XS66

IV

26.2

25.06e

NK

539-T3

III

26.2

25.44e

Armor

44-D40

IV

26.2

25.44d

Asgrow

AG 5332

V

26.4

27.19d

24.91
24.91
24.91
24.91
27.19
27.19
27.19

Croplan

RX4825

IV

26.4

27.25d

Asgrow

AG45X8

IV

26.4

28.75c

28.75

1.057

26.71

28.24

Progeny

P 5333 RY

V

26.7

41.00b

41.49

1.526

26.57

40.55

Delta Grow

DG4967 LL

IV

26.7

41.38b

41.49

1.526

26.57

40.55

Pioneer

P55A49X

V

26.7

41.38b

41.49

1.526

26.57

40.55

Armor

53-D04

V

26.7

41.38b

41.49

1.526

26.57

40.55

Credenz

CZ 5515 LL

V

26.7

41.44b

41.49

1.526

26.57

40.55

Go Soy

5215LL

V

26.7

41.81b

41.49

1.526

26.56

40.53

USG

7547XT

V

26.7

42.06b

41.49

1.526

26.56

40.53

Terral

REV 56A58

V

26.9

46.69a

46.97

1.727

26.51

45.79

MorSoy

MS 5607
RXT

V

26.9

47.25a

46.97

1.727

26.51

45.79
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Conclusions
Temperature effect soybean vegetative growth and development and modified the
flowering time. Even though the responses of the two cultivars to temperature were
similar, PR growth and development was higher than AG. Minimum, optimum, and
maximum temperatures were vary depending on development aspect. In general, lower
temperature at vegetative stages reduced the growth and development more than a higher
temperature. Soybean flowering and flowering rate were modified by temperature. Using
QFM to predict flowering time might be beneficial to improve the soybean model.
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CHAPTER VI
REPRODUCTIVE GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT, AND YIELD RESPONSES OF TWO
CONTRASTING SOYBEAN CULTIVARS TO TEMPERATURE
Abstract
Temperature is the primary factor affecting the growth, developmental, and yield
attributes of crops. In spite of several studies, quantitative relationships between
temperature and soybean yield components are limited. An experiment was conducted to
determine if the plant growth and reproductive traits of indeterminate growth habit
cultivar, Asgrow AG5332, respond differently to temperature than that of determinate
cultivar, Progeny P5333RY, belonging to Maturity Group V. Plants grown in pots
outdoors were transferred into sunlit plant growth chambers at prior to flowering stage,
and five day/night temperature treatments, 21/13, 25/17, 29/21, 33/25 and 37/29 °C, were
imposed at flowering and continued until maturity in all temperature treatments.
Photosynthesis, stomal conductance, and water-use efficiency were measured 27 days
after treatment. At maturity, plant-component dry weights and number of pods and seed
were recorded. Significant temperature and cultivar differences were recorded among the
growth and developmental parameters measured. Pooled over cultivars, the time from
flowering to pod maturity declined with increasing temperature, and quadratic functions
best described the response. For both the cultivars, vegetative processes had a higher
optimum temperature than for reproductive, developmental traits. The optimum
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temperature for soybean pod (30 °C) and seed (27 °C) growth were higher for Asgrow
AG5332 than Progeny 5333RY (25 and 24 °C), indicating greater temperature tolerance
in the former. The quantified temperature and soybean growth and yield components–
dependent functional algorithms would be useful to develop adaptation strategies to
offset the impacts of extreme temperature events associated with climate change in the
near future.
Introduction
Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] is one of the most important oilseed crops in
the world providing more than 29% of the oil and 71% of protein meal for human and
livestock consumption (Yu et al., 2017). The U.S. accounts for 32% of global soybean
production with the average yield of about 1,418 kg acre-1 (USDA, 2018). With the rapid
increase in global population, there is a need to increase the yield of soybean to keep pace
with the growing demand. Therefore, soybean crop plays an important role for food and
feed security from regional to global scales in the coming decades. Crop yields and
qualities of grain and fiber are sensitive to changes in climate such as temperature and
precipitation patterns over the growing season (Wheeler Braun, 2013; Lokhande and
Reddy, 2014; Rosenzweig et al., 2014; Reddy et al., 1999, 2016). Among the changes
projected in climate, current and projected changes in temperatures have been reported to
have negative impacts on major crops, including soybeans (Porter and Gawith, 1999;
Wheeler Braun, 2013). Zhao et al. (2017), based on meteorological records, reported that
mean annual temperatures over corn, rice, soybean, and wheat growing areas have
increased by about 1°C during the last century. These changes in temperature are
projected to continue to increase in the coming decades and may reach 3.7 to 4.8°C,
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depending on regions, by the end of the 21st century (IPCC, 2014). In other crops such as
cotton, a small increase in seasonal and diurnal changes in temperature during the wholeseason or at flowering stage have negative consequences on both yield and fiber quality
(Reddy et al., 1992, 2007). If high temperatures coincide with annual crops flowering and
grain-filling stage, reduction in yield reductions will be severe due to impaired pollen
vitality issues (Salem et al.,. Therefore, understanding globally important oil and protein
crop such as soybean responses to temperature is important to provide the functional
database needed to improve the crop models and develop mitigation strategies to alleviate
such changes.
Temperature affects soybean reproductive processes and fruit sets in some
cultivars more than any other environmental factors when the plant is not under water
stress (Koti et al., 2007; Salem et al., 2007). The temperature had a significant effect on
the flowering stage, R1, compared to R5 to R7 stages (George et al., 1990). Soybean
yield has been reported to increase with the temperature increase up to 29–32 °C, and
then declined at higher temperatures (Schlenker and Roberts, 2009). Lobell and Asner
(2003) reported a 17% decline in soybean yield with 1°C increase in temperature from its
optimum across major soybean growing areas. Moreover, according to Tacarindua et al.
(2013), 1 to 3°C increase in temperature from its optimum, reduced number of pods per
plant (10-30%), number of seed (11-35%), seed size (5-14%), and seed yield (16-40%).
Moderately high night temperature also contributed a 20-23% yield increase in soybean
when the plants were grown under 24°C night temperature compared to 10 and 16°C
(Seddigh and Jolliff, 1984). Soybean seed yield and seed number have been reported
increased 11 and 24% with increasing temperature from 26/19 °C to 39/29 °C,
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respectively; however, seed weight decreased 15% with the same range of temperature
(Baker et al., 1989). High day temperature, 39 °C, or high night temperature, 29 °C,
decreased soybean pod-set and seed weight (Djanaguiraman et al., 2013). When
day/night temperature increased 8 °C from 18/12 °C, pods number per plant increased
74%; however, the trend of the increasing declined at temperatures above that (Sionit et
al., 1987).
Temperature also affected biomass distribution in soybean. The cold regime at 18/12 °C
resulted in higher root/shoot ratio, especially at reproductive stages, and caused changes
in biomass allocation and partitioning (Sionit et al., 1987). Chlorophyll content also
decreased significantly with higher day-night temperature (Djanaguiraman et al., 2013).
Soybean showed a significant difference regarding photosynthesis rate as temperature
increased from 20 to 25 °C (Caulfield and Bunce, 1988). With 4 °C increase in
temperature from 22/16 °C day/night temperature, net photosynthesis was also increased
by 59% (Sionit et al., 1987). Short-term cold temperature, 8 °C for 24 h, reduced soybean
photosynthesis rate by 19-25% at the V5 stage, and 8-50% at R1 stage (Wang et al.,
1997). Heat stress treatment, 38/28 °C, also decreased soybean photosynthesis rate by
19.7% compared to the optimum temperature treatment, 28/18 °C, after 14 days of
treatment during R2 stage (Djanaguiraman et al., 2011). Koti et al. (2007), reported a
27% increase in photosynthesis rate with 8 °C increase in temperature from 30/22 °C.
Kumagai and Sameshima (2014) reported that soybean photosynthetic rate governed by
both temperatures and cultivars, however, there were no significant effects on stomatal
conductance. Sionit et al. (1987) observed lower stomatal conductance at a higher
temperature. Increasing temperature decreased water use efficiency in soybean (Pan,
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1996; Allen et al., 2003). To our knowledge, reproductive traits along with physiological
and gas exchange traits at a wide range of temperature treatments have not been widely
used to understand soybean plant performance. Also, we hypothesize that determinate
and indeterminate soybean cultivars respond to temperature differently. Therefore,
quantifying growth, development, physiological and yield components of soybean and
incorporating those functions into crop simulation models are important to predict the
growth responses and yields under current and future climates scenarios. The objectives
of this study were (i) to quantify the temperature effects on reproductive growth and
development on two contrasting growth habits of soybean cultivars, and (ii) to provide
quantitative information that could be useful to improve the functionality of soybean crop
models for field applications.
Materials and Methods
Experimental Facility
The experiment was conducted in Soil-Plant-Atmosphere-Research (SPAR)
facility, the sunlight environmental growth chambers, located at Environmental Plant
Physiology Laboratory at State University, MS, USA, in the 2014 growing season. The
SPAR units can control atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration and air temperatures at
programmed set points and at near ambient levels of photosynthetically active radiation
through a computer controlled system. Each SPAR chamber consists of two parts. First
part is a steel soil bin, which is the place to hold either soil or pots. The dimensions of the
soil bin are 1m deep by 2 m long by 0.5 m wide. The Plexiglas chamber, which is set on
the top of soil bin with dimensions of 2.5 m tall by 2 m long by 1.5 m wide
accommodates the aerial plant parts. The soil bin accommodates the root system while
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the Plexiglas accommodates the shoot system. There was a heating and cooling system
connected to air ducts that pass conditioned air at a sufficient velocity to cause leaf
flutter. Throughout this experiment, the received daily solar radiation was recorded with a
pyranometer (Model 4-8; The Eppley Laboratory Inc., Newport, RI), and ranged from
5.27-29.83 MJ m–2 d–1 with an average of 20.06 MJ m–2 d–1 (Fig. 6.1).

Figure 6.1

Mean daily air temperature and solar radiation levels on soybean plants
before and during the course of the experiment.

The relative humidity of each SPAR chamber was monitored with a temperature
and humidity sensor (HMV 70Y, Vaisala Inc., San Jose, CA) placed in the path of airline
ducts. The CO2 concentration in each SPAR chamber was adjusted and monitored every
10 s during the day and maintained at 400 μmol mol–1 throughout daylight hours using a
dedicated LI-6250 CO2 analyzer (Li-COR, Inc., Lincoln, NE). Variable density shade
cloths were designed and were placed around the edges of the plant canopy and adjusted
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regularly to match plants canopy height and to exclude the need for border plants. The
vapor pressure deficits (VPD) in the treatment was estimated from these measurements as
per Murray (1967) (Table 6.1). Evapotranspiration rates were measured on a ground area
basis (L m–2 d–1) throughout the treatment period and calculated as the rate at which
condensate was removed by the cooling coils at 900-s intervals (McKinion and Hodges,
1985; Reddy et al., 2001) by measuring the mass of water in collecting devices connected
to a calibrated pressure transducer (Table 1). More details of the processes and controls
of SPAR unit chambers have previously been described by Reddy et al. (2001).
Table 6.1

The set treatments and the mean of daily measured chamber [CO2],
temperature, vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and evapotranspiration (ET)
during the experimental period, 28-120 days after planting (92 days of
treatments), for various temperature treatments of the Soil-PlantAtmosphere-Research units located at Mississippi State, MS.

Set treatment

Measured parameters

Day/night
temperature

Mean
temperature

Chamber CO2
concentration

Mean daily
VPD

Mean
daily ET

--------------

µmol mol-1

kPa

L m-2 d-1

21/13

17.3e†

418a

0.75e

9.82c

25/17

21.0d

417a

1.14d

8.95c

29/21

24.4c

421a

1.59c

11.95b

33/25

28.2b

419a

2.35b

11.52b

37/29

32.1a

421a

3.00a

14.61a

---------------

°C

† Values in each column followed by same letter are not significantly different (P ≤0.05)
according to Fisher’s LSD.
Temperature Control and Plant Culture
Five days/night temperature treatments, 21/13, 25/17, 29/21, 33/25 and 37/29 °C,
were imposed at flowering and continued until maturity (Fig. 1). Air temperature in each
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chamber was monitored and adjusted every 10 s throughout the day and night and
maintained within ±0.5 °C of the treatment set points measured with aspirated
thermocouples (Reddy et al., 2001).
Two soybean cultivars, Asgrow AG5332 with indeterminate growth habit and
Progeny P5333RY with determinate growth habit, from maturity group V were planted in
pots outside the SPAR chambers. Treated seeds were sown in PVC plastic pots (15.2 cm
diameter and 30.5 cm height). Each pot has a hole to drain the extra water. Pots were
filled with the soil medium consisting of 3:1 sand: topsoil classified as sandy loam, 2%
clay, 11% silt, and 87% sand, with a 0.5 kg of pea gravels at the bottom of each pot. At
1.25 cm depth, four seeds were planted in each pot. One plant was kept after emergence.
Pots were arranged outdoor in two benches, one bench for each cultivar until initial
flowering R1. Plants were moved to SPAR units just before the initial flowering stage. In
each SPAR unit, 12 plants from same cultivars were arranged in a randomized way, five
SPAR units for each cultivar and overall ten SPAR units were used for the experiment.
Plants were irrigated three times per day through an automated and computer-controlled
drip system with full-strength Hoagland’s nutrient solution (Hewitt, 1952), delivered at
07:00, 12:00 and 17:00 h, to ensure favorable nutrient and water conditions for plant
growth. All SPAR chambers were maintained at 400 µmol mol-1 [CO2] until the harvest.
Photosynthetic and Reproductive Measurements
Gas exchange and fluorescence parameters were measured using the LI-6400
photosynthesis system (LiCOR Inc., Lincoln, NE). The instrument was set to 400 μmol
mol-1 CO2 concentration, 1500 µmol m-2 s-1 light intensity (PAR), and the temperature
was set to similar to the treatment temperatures as, 21, 25, 29, 33, or 37 °C. Relative
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humidity was set at near ambient level (50%). The measurements were made on the
uppermost third fully expanded leaf from each plant at 65 days after sowing (27 days
after treatment) between 10:00 to 12:00 h. The flow rate through the chamber was
adjusted to 350 mol s-1. Photosynthesis and the fluorescence were recorded as the total
coefficient of variation (%CV) reached a value less than 0.5. The instrument itself
calculates stomatal conductance, transpiration, and electron transport rate by considering
incoming and outgoing flow rates and leaf area. Intrinsic water use efficiency (WUE) and
the ratio of internal (Ci) to external (Ca) CO2 concentration were estimated as the ratio of
Pn/Trans and Ci/Ca.
The pod maturation from flowering (R1 to R8) was recorded according to the
methods described by (Fehr, 1971) in all temperature treatments. All plants were
harvested 120 days after planting (82 days after treatment). The number of pods plant-1
was recorded at the time of harvest. Roots were separated from the shoot, and those were
placed on a sieve size 1 x 1 m and 1.5 m high, and washed gently using a mild water
stream. Stem, leaf, and root dry weights were recorded by placing those materials in a
forced-air dryer set at 75°C for 72 hours, and the pod dry weight was taken after drying at
25°C for seven days. Seeds were separated from the pods by manually, and dry weight
was taken. Seed count was taken using Old Mill Seed Counter (NP5056-Model 850-2,
LICOR Inc., Lincoln, NE). Total plant dry weight was calculated by adding stem, leaf,
and root dry weights together after weighing each of the components. Biomass
partitioning was calculated by dividing the individual component from the total plant dry
weight. Harvest index was calculated by dividing the seed yield, kg per plant, by the
above-ground plant dry weight, kg per plant. Optimum temperatures were calculated
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using quadratic function, Y = a + bx = cx, and equation T = b/ (2c) (Gajanayake et al.,
2014).
Data Analysis
To test the significance of temperature, cultivars, and their interactions on gas
exchange, reproductive stages, and yield, analysis of variance were performed using
general linear model PROC GLM (SAS Institute, 2011). Fisher protected LSD tests at P
= 0.05 was used to determining the significance of temperature and cultivars effect.
Regression and graphical analysis were performed using SigmaPlot 13.0 (Systat Software
Inc., San Jose, CA) to determine the best-fit equations to describe the relationship
between soybean cultivars traits and temperature.
Results and Discussion
Because of having two soybean cultivars with different growth habits, two growth
chambers were assigned for same temperature treatment. The results indicated no
significant differences between the two chambers having the same temperature condition;
however, there were significant differences among temperature treatments (Fig. 6.1). The
average of day/night temperatures in this study represents the variability that we could
expect across the global and US soybean belts during the flowering period. Therefore,
quantitative relationships between soybean growth and yield-related parameters very
important not only to understand temperature effects on growth and yield but also
providing functional data to improve crop models for management and policy decisions.
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Photosynthetic Parameters
Temperature treatments during reproductive growth stages showed a substantial
effect on all physiological and morphological traits except for root dry weight (Table
6.2). Most of the physiological and morphological traits were significantly different
(P<0.001) between the cultivars. However, the two cultivars did not show any difference
for water use efficiency and total plant dry weight (Table 6.2). The interaction between
temperature and cultivars was different for most of the traits except for photosynthesis,
transpiration, and root biomass partitioning (Table 6.2). The temperature had a significant
effect on photosynthesis. The optimum temperature for photosynthesis was 30 °C for AG
and 26 °C for PR, respectively. For both the cultivars, photosynthesis increased with
increasing temperature up to their cultivar-specific temperature optimums and then
decreased with further increase of temperature (Fig. 6.2A). Overall, AG cultivar
exhibited higher photosynthesis than PR cultivar. The highest photosynthesis (40.6 µmol
CO2 m-2s-1) was recorded for plants grown under 33/25 °C day/night temperature
compared with other temperature treatments. Photosynthesis was reduced by 44, 32, 10
and 7% for AG and 45, 23, 12, and 25% for PR at 21/13, 25/17, 29/21 and 37/29 °C
temperature treatments, respectively, compared to the plants grown under 33/25 °C.
Stomatal conductance also exhibited a quadratic response to temperature (Fig
6.2B, R2 = 0.85 and 0.83 for AG and PR, respectively).
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Table 6.2

Analysis of variation across the temperatures (TEM), cultivars (CUL), and
their interaction (TEM × CUL) with morphological and physiological
traits. Photosynthesis, stomatal conductance, transpiration rate, and water
use efficiency were measured 65 days after planting, and 27 days after
treatment. Flowering to maturity measured at observing events. The other
traits measured at the final harvest, 120 days after sowing and 82 days after
treatment.

Sources of variation
TEM
CUL
TEM × CUL
Photosynthesis
***
***
ns
Stomata conductance
***
***
**
Transpiration rate
***
***
ns
Water use efficiency
***
ns
ns
Flowering to maturity (R1 to R8) ***
***
***
Total plant dry weight
*
ns
***
Root dry weight
ns
***
***
Stem dry weight
***
***
***
Leaf dry weight
***
***
**
Pod numbers
***
***
***
Seed numbers
***
***
**
Pod dry weight
***
***
**
Seed dry weight
***
***
**
Biomass partitioning seed
***
***
***
Biomass partitioning root
**
**
ns
Biomass partitioning stem
***
***
***
Biomass partitioning leaf
***
***
***
Harvest index
***
***
**
*, **, *** indicates a significance at P = 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 level respectively, and ns
indicated non significance.
The optimum temperature for stomatal conductance was 28 °C for AG and 26 °C
for PR, correspondingly. Similar to photosynthesis response to temperature, soybean
plants exhibited the highest stomatal conductance when the plants were grown under
33/25 °C day/night temperature compared to the other treatments.
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Figure 6.2

Temperature effects on (A) photosynthesis, (B) stomatal conductance, (C)
transpiration rate, and (D) water using efficiency of soybean cultivars,
Asgrow AG 5332 (AG) with indeterminate, and Progeny P 5333 RY (PR)
with determinate growth habits, respectively. Measurements were taken at
65 days after sowing and 27 days after temperature treatment. Standard
errors of the mean ± 4 observations are presented if the values are larger
than the symbol size

Stomatal conductance decreased by 59 and 18% for AG and 65 and 52% for PR
when soybean plants were grown under 21/13 and 37/29 °C, respectively, compared to
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the plants grown under 33/25 °C (Fig. 6.2B). Overall, AG cultivar exhibited increased
stomatal conductance than PR across all temperature conditions.
There were no significant differences between the cultivars and among the
treatments for internal carbon dioxide concentration (~306 µmol m-2 s-1), the reduction in
photosynthesis could be attributable to stomatal mechanisms in soybean plants at
different temperature conditions. The linear and strong correlation between stomatal
conductance and photosynthetic rate (Table 6.2; R2 = 0.94) substantiates this hypothesis
(Fig. 6.3).
Similar to the photosynthesis and stomatal conductance, temperature and cultivar
effects were significant on transpiration rate and water use efficiency (Table 6.2; Fig.
3.3). The optimum temperature for the transpiration rate was 35 and 28 °C for AG and
PR, respectively. Transpiration rate of AG increased linearly with increasing temperature;
however, for PR, transpiration rate increased up to its optimum level, 28°C, and then
declined at higher temperatures with further increase in temperature (Fig. 6.2C). On
average, the AG cultivar had 20% higher transpiration rate than PR cultivar, when
averaged across temperature conditions.
Unlike photosynthesis, stomatal conductance and transpiration, there were no
differences between the cultivars for photosynthetic water use efficiency. However, a
quadratic function best described the relationship between photosynthetic water use
efficiency and temperature (R2 = 0.95, Fig. 6.2D).
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The highest water use efficiency was noted at 21/13 °C treatment (4.07 µmol CO2
mol-1 H2O), and the lowest was at 37/29 °C (2.29 µmol CO2 mol-1 H2O). Increasing
temperature treatment reduced water use efficiency by 19, 33, 44, and 44 % for plants
grown at 25/17, 29/21, 33/25, and 37/29 °C treatments, respectively, compared to the
plants grown at 21/13 °C. Similar photosynthesis results were observed when soybean
plants were exposed to low temperature (Caulfield and Bunce, 1988; Wang et al., 1997).
Increasing temperature reduced the photosynthesis rate slightly (Zhang et al., 2016). At
higher temperature, stomatal conductance and water use efficiency were decreased, and
transpiration rate increased, and that could cause reduction in photosynthesis (Allen et al.,
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2003; Pan, 1996; Djanaguiraman et al., 2011; Tacarindua et al., 2013; Mathur et al.,
2014).
Flowering to Pod Maturity Time (R1 to R8)
The pod maturation period, defined as the time interval between flowering (R1)
and pod maturity (R8) declined with increase in temperature of about 28°C and increased
slightly at higher temperatures in both the cultivars (Fig. 6.4A). Quadratic functions bestdescribed pod maturity periods (R1-R8) in both the cultivars and responses, however
were significantly different between the cultivars and are almost parallel across the
temperatures tested (Fig. 4; R2 > 0.84); the PR cultivar took, on an average, nine more
days for the pods to reach maturity compared to AG cultivar from flowering. The
developmental rate, which is the reciprocal of the time between R1 to R8, showed similar
quadratic trends, which could be useful for modeling across a wide range of temperature
conditions (Fig. 6.4B). The high temperatures caused shortening the period from
flowering to maturity and sped the reproductive development rate, and similar results
were observed recorded at higher than optimum temperature conditions by others
(Tacarindua et al., 2013; van Schaik and Probstz, 1958; Egli and Wardlaws, 1980).
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Figure 6.4

Temperature effects on (A) flowering to maturity (R1 – R8), and (B)
developmental rate of soybean cultivars, Asgrow AG 5332 (AG) with
indeterminate, and Progeny P 5333 RY (PR) with determinate growth
habits, respectively. Measurements were as and when it happened on each
plant. Standard errors of the mean ± 12 observations are presented if the
values are larger than the symbol size

Plant Biomass
The two cultivars studied, when harvested at maturity at all temperatures, did not
differ in total dry weight (Fig. 6.3) and ranged from 190 to 256 g plant-1 across
temperatures. In general, small increase in total dry weight with increase in temperature
was observed across the temperature treatments, 1 g plant-1 1°C-1.
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Figure 6.5

Temperature effects on (A) leaf weight, (B) stem weight, (C) root weight,
and (D) total weight of soybean cultivars, Asgrow AG 5332 (AG) with
indeterminate, and Progeny P 5333 RY (PR) with determinate growth
habits, respectively. Measurements were taken at 120 days after sowing
and 82 days after temperature treatment. Standard errors of the mean ± 12
observations are presented if the values are larger than the symbol size.

Even though, quadratic relationships were observed for leaf, stem and root
weights across temperatures, cultivars and plant parts differed in their response to
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temperature (Fig. 6.5).The PR cultivar accumulated more dry weights in leaves and stems
at the high and low temperatures compared to the optimum growing conditions. The root
dry weight of PR was higher at the two low temperature treatments compared to three
other higher temperatures. On the other hand, root dry weight increased in the AR
cultivar across the temperatures. Similar trends dry matter accumulations were observed
in previous studies at various temperature conditions (Tacarindua et al., 2013).
Yield and yield components
Temperature showed a substantial effect on yield and yield components (Table
6.2). Pods number per plant increased quadratically with increasing temperature in both
the cultivars up to the optimum temperature, 30°C for AG and 25°C for PR, and then
declined at higher temperatures (Fig. 6.6A). The decline in pod numbers at high
temperatures was steeper than in the decline in AG from the respective optimum
temperature values. Pods produced at the highest temperature tested were about 199 and
133 plant-1, which is about 33% fewer pods plant-1 on PR than AG cultivars showing
sensitivity of cultivars to high temperatures.
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Figure 6.6

Temperature effects on (A) seed partitioning biomass, (B) stem partitioning
biomass, (C) leaf partitioning biomass, and (D) root partitioning biomass of
soybean cultivars , Asgrow AG 5332 (AG) with indeterminate, and
Progeny P5333 RY (PR) with determinate growth habits, respectively.
Measurements were taken at 120 days after sowing and 82 days after
temperature treatment. Standard errors of the mean ± 12 observations are
presented if the values are larger than the symbol size.

Pod weight and seed number and seed yield showed similar quadratic responses in
both the cultivars in response to temperature (Fig. 6.6 and 6.7). The optimum
temperatures varied slightly among the processes within the cultivar, 26 and 23 °C for
AG and PR for pod dry weight, 27 and 24 °C for AG for seed number and respectively.
The AG cultivar at 29/21 °C produced the maximum seed yield (88 g plant-1) and the PR
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cultivar the lowest seed yield at 37/29 °C (25 g plant-1). On average, AG cultivar
produced greater yield across temperatures compared to PR cultivar.

Figure 6.7

Temperature effects on soybean seed number, size, and shape of Asgrow
AG5332 and progeny P5333 RY.

Harvest index
The quadratic response functions best described the relationship between harvest
index and temperature in both the cultivars (R2 = 0.91 for AG and R2 = 0.94 for PR).
Harvest index increased with temperature treatments up to 25°C in AG and 24°C in PR
cultivars and then declined with further increase in temperature (Fig. 6.8). Almost 70% of
the total biomass was partitioned at the optimum temperature in AG compared to 50% at
cultivar-dependent optimum temperatures. On average, cultivar AG exhibited higher
harvest index across all temperature treatments compared to PR. The decline at higher
temperatures was steeper in PR (0.48 for 1°C-1 (0.28 for 1°C-1) in AG cultivar showing
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the temperature sensitivity among the cultivars, which could be combination of
photosynthesis and pollen related traits among the cultivars.

Figure 6.8

Temperature effects on harvest index of soybean cultivars, Asgrow AG
5332 (AG) with indeterminate, and Progeny P5333 RY (PR) with
determinate growth habits, respectively. Measurements were taken at 120
days after sowing and 82 days after temperature treatment. Standard errors
of the mean ± 12 observations are presented if the values are larger than the
symbol size.

Conclusion
In this study, temperature effects on soybean physiology, growth and yield parameters
were quantified under optimum water and nutrient conditions using sunlit plant growth
chambers. Temperature affected physiological, growth, and developmental responses of
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soybean cultivars. The temperature optima varied among the processes within the
cultivars and between cultivars with the cultivar and between the cultivars for many
parameters. In general, the indeterminate cultivar, AG, showed greater tolerance and
high-temperature optimums for many traits. The functional relationships developed
between temperature and various growth and developmental processes including seed
yield could be utilized to improve the existing soybean models (Battisti et al., 2017, and
the models cited therein). Improved models with appropriate process-level functional
algorithms would be useful for the management of natural resources and in policy
decisions both in the present and future warmer climate.
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CHAPTER VII
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON SOYBEAN GROWTH, YIELD, AND SEED
QUALITY
Abstract
Temperature during seed growth and development not only affects seed yield, but
also impacts seed quality. The objective of this study was to evaluate temperature effects
on soybean yield and seed quality parameters such as protein, oil, fatty acids, and sugars
under optimum water and nutrient conditions. Two soybean cultivars, Asgrow AG5332
(AG) and Progeny P5333RY (PR) were grown outdoors in pots and moved into sunlit
plant growth chambers prior to flowering. Five day/night temperature treatments, 21/13,
25/17, 29/21, 33/25, and 37/29°C, were imposed few days before flowering, 28 days after
sowing, and continued for another 92 days. Total biomass, seed yield, and seed quality
parameters were recorded at maturity. Seed yield significantly differed between the
cultivars and among temperature treatments. Quadratic functions best described the
response of yield to temperature in both the cultivars, and the optimum temperature for
maximum yield was 26°C for AG and 23°C for PR. Temperature exhibited a substantial
effect on seed quality parameters in both the cultivars. Seed protein content was slightly
lower at the two lower and higher temperatures than at 29/21°C. Seed oil content, on the
other hand, increased with temperature up to 25°C and declined at higher temperatures.
Palmitic and stearic acids showed quadratic responses to temperature, while linoleic and
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linolenic acids declined linearly with temperature. Oleic acid, on the other hand, was not
different at the three lower temperatures, but increased at higher temperatures. Sucrose,
raffinose, and stachyose contents declined with increase in temperature in both the
cultivars. The soybean seed yield and seed quality and temperature functional
relationships should be useful to improve the functionality of soybean models for
management both in the current and in the future projected warmer environments.
Introduction
Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] is recognized as one of the important sources
of the least expensive protein, oil, carbohydrates, and other minerals (Derbyshire et al.,
1976; Grieshop and Fahey, 2001). It is the most valuable crop with numerous food,
health, feed, and industrial use due to its unique seed composition (Grieshop and Fahey,
2001; Hou et al., 2009a; Smith, 1981; Vollmann et al., 2000). Soybean seed with
approximately 40% protein, 20% oil, and 33% carbohydrates (Hymowitz and Collins,
1974) plays a significant role in human and animal nutrition.
Environmental factors including temperature (Gibson and Mullen, 1996) and soil
moisture (Wijewardana et al., 2018) play an important role in soybean production system.
Several studies documented temperature effects on soybean seed yield and seed quality.
Most of those studies were conducted either at field conditions (Cherry et al., 1985; Hou
et al., 2006) where other environmental factors co-vary or in greenhouse conditions
(Baker et al., 1989; Gibson and Mullen, 1996; Ohnishi et al., 2010; Wolf et al., 1982)
with unrealistic growing season radiation environment. Also, many studies used a narrow
range of temperature treatments that ranged from either low to optimum (Hume and
Jackson, 1981; Piper and Boote, 1999) or from optimum to high-temperature conditions
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(Allen et al., 2018; Thomas et al., 2010). Therefore, studies are still needed under a wide
range of temperatures that could represent global soybean production areas under realistic
solar radiation environments.
Soybean is considered to be quite a heat tolerant crop in comparison to other
summer crops (e.g., corn), with an average vegetative optimal temperature of 30°C
(Hesketh et al., 1973). However, pollen and thus, seed-setting processes were shown to
be more sensitive than vegetative growth to increased temperature (Salem et al., 2007).
The optimum temperature for reproductive growth was reported to range between 22 and
24°C (Hatfield et al., 2011). Low and high temperatures have been reported to affect seed
yield and seed quality reductions in major crops including soybean (Egli et al., 2005;
Ohnishi et al., 2010; Wolf et al., 1982). Low temperatures, 15/10°C day/night, 3-4 days
before anthesis, affected the fertilization process and thus seed-set resulting lower seed
yield (Ohnishi et al., 2010). Similarly, the high daytime temperature of 39°C, or
nighttime temperature over 29°C, have been reported to cause pollen vitality parameters
such as germination and viability resulting in lower seed yield (Djanaguiraman et al.,
2013). The even moderate temperature of 35°C from flowering to maturity for ten h d-1
caused 27% seed yield reduction compared to optimum temperature condition (Gibson
and Mullen, 1996). Baker et al. (1989) reported that individual seed weight decreased
with increasing temperature, and the highest reduction occurred at 39/29°C.
Soybean seed quality and composition, important for feed and food industry, have
been reported to depend on many factors including genetics, growing position, and
abiotic stress factors (Bennett et al., 2003; Liu et al., 1997; Natarajan, 2010; Rotundo and
Westgate, 2009). Howell and Cartter (1958) found that increasing temperature from 21
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to 29°C during the pod-filling stage increased soybean oil by 3.7%. Conversely, Pipolo et
al. (2004) reported that similar changes in temperature did not modify oil and protein
concentrations. Dornbos and Mullen (1992) reported that plants were grown at high
temperature, 35°C, during seed fill period showed 4.0% more protein and 2.6 % less oil
than those plants grown at 29°C. Several studies have attempted to isolate and unravel the
environmental and genetic factors either through meta-analysis or manipulative
experimental settings (Curtis and Wang, 1998; Gibson and Mullen, 1996; Pipolo et al.,
2004; Purcell et al., 2004; Westgate et al., 1999; Rotundo and Wesgate, 2009). In general,
soybean cultivars acclimated to southern growing environments showed higher protein
and lower oil content compared to cultivars and environments in the US Midwestern
environments (Rotundo and Westgate, 2009; Vallyodon and Nguyen, 2012). Therefore,
functional algorithms under a wide range of temperatures are needed to improve the
functionality of soybean models for field applications (Allen and Boote, 2000; Shiraiwa
et al., 2006). The objectives of this study were to study temperature effects on soybean
seed yield, quality, and composition under optimum water and nutrient conditions using
sunlit plant growth chambers and to develop functional algorithms for temperature and
seed yield and quality parameters that are important to both human and animal nutrition.
Materials and Methods
Experimental Facility
The sunlit plant growth chamber facility, known as Soil-Plant-AtmosphereResearch (SPAR) located at the Environmental Plant Physiology Laboratory, Mississippi
State University, MS was used to conduct the experiment. Concisely, each SPAR unit
consists of a steel soil bin, 1 m deep by 2 m long by 0.5 m wide, and an above-ground
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Plexiglas chamber mounted on the top of soil bin, 2.5 m tall by 2 m long by 1.5 m wide.
The soil bin accommodates the root system while the Plexiglas chamber accommodates
plants shoot system as well as connecting the heating and cooling system on the backside.
The ducts connected to the Plexiglas chamber just above the soil surface, the fan that is
housed inside the back unit circulates the conditioned air passing through cooling, and
heating elements allows uniform distribution of air at the rate of approximately 1.3 m s–1
throughout the experiment. All these components are networked with an in-house
developed software systems to provide automatic acquisition and storage of the data on
plant processes and environmental conditions (Reddy et al., 2001). By using a
pyranometer (Model 4-8; The Eppley Laboratory Inc., Newport, RI), throughout this
experiment, the incoming daily solar radiation (285–2800 nm) outside of the sunlit
growth chamber were measured, and the range was from 5.3 to 29.8 MJ m–2 d–1 with an
average of 20 MJ m–2 d–1. Variable-density black shade cloths placed around the edges of
plants were adjusted regularly to match plant height to simulate natural shading of border
plants. Also, a humidity and temperature sensor (HMV 70Y, Vaisala Inc., San Jose, CA)
installed in the returning way of the airline ducts measured relative humidity (RH) of
each sunlit growth chamber. From these measurements, the vapor pressure deficits (VPD)
in the sunlit growth chambers were calculated as per Murray (1967). By measuring the
mass of water in collecting devices connected to a calibrated pressure transducer in each
sunlit growth chamber, evapotranspiration rates expressed on a ground area basis (L m–2
d–1) was measured as the rate at which condensate was removed by the cooling coils at
900-s intervals throughout the treatment period (Table 7.1) (McKinion and Hodges,
1985; Reddy et al., 2001).
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Table 7.1

The set of temperature treatments, day, night, and average day/night, the
mean of daily measured chamber CO2 concentration, vapor pressure deficit
(VPD) and evapotranspiration (ET) during the experimental period, 28-120
days after planting (92 days of treatments), for various temperature
treatments of the Soil-Plant-Atmosphere-Research units located at
Mississippi State, MS.

Temperature
treatments set,
°C

Temperature, °C
Day

Night

Day/night

CO2 µmol
mol-1

Mean daily
VPD kPa

Mean daily
ET L m-2 d-1

21/13

21.2e†

13.4e

17.5e

418a

0.75e

9.82c

25/17

24.8d

17.2d

21.0d

417a

1.14d

8.95c

29/21

28.3c

20.6c

24.4c

421a

1.59c

11.95b

33/25

32.1b

24.4b

28.2b

419a

2.35b

11.52b

37/29

35.7a

28.4a

32.0a

421a

3.00a

14.61a

† Values in each column followed by same letter are not significantly different (P <0.05)
according to Fisher’s LSD.

Plant Culture and Temperature Treatments
Seed from two soybean cultivars from maturity group V, Asgrow AG5332 (AG),
with indeterminate growth habit and Progeny P5333 RY (PR) with determinate growth
habit, were sown 16 July, 2014 in pots (30.5 cm tall and 15.2 cm diameter) filled with a
3:1 sand and soil mixture, respectively. One hundred twenty pots, sixty for each cultivar,
were seeded with four seed pot-1 and thinned to 1 plant per pot a few days after
emergence. Plants were irrigated with full-strength Hoagland’s nutrient solution
(Hoagland and Arnon, 1950) delivered three times a day. Just prior to initial flowering
stage (28 DAS), twelve plants from each cultivar were moved into each SPAR unit and
arranged in four rows with 25 cm between rows and three plants per row with 16.6 cm
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between plants. Initially, the temperature treatments in all the units were set at 29/21°C.
Five day/night temperature treatments, 21/13, 25/17, 29/21, 33/25, and 37/29°C, were
imposed two days after transferring the plants into the units and continued until maturity,
82 days after treatment. The carbon dioxide concentrations (CO2) in all units were
maintained at 400-µmol mol-1 CO2. The SPAR (CO2) was measured and adjusted with a
dedicated infrared gas analyzer (Model LI-6252, LICOR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE) from
a gas sample that is drawn through the lines run underground to the adjacent laboratory
using suction pumps (Model DOA-P707-AA, Gast Manufacturing Inc., Benton Harbor,
MI) (Reddy et al., 2001).
Yield Components and Seed Quality Measurements
The experiment was terminated at seed maturity (R8 stage), 120 days after
sowing. Seeds were separated from the pods by hand, and dry weight was taken. Total
number of seed was counted using a seed counter (NP5056-Model 850-2, LiCOR Inc.,).
Individual seed weight was measured by dividing the plant seed weight from seed
number per plant. Plant parts (Stem, leaf, and root) were dried in an oven at 85°C for 72h. The total plant weight was estimated by summing up of all plant-component dry
weights.
Seed protein and oil contents were measured using near-infrared spectroscopy
(Wilcox and Shibles, 2001) using a diode array feed analyser AD 7200 (Perten,
Springfield, IL) at USDA-ARS Crop Genetics Research Unit, Stoneville, MS, USA.
Perten’s Thermo Galactic Grams PLS IQ software was used (Bellaloui et al., 2012) to
generate calibration equations and the curves were established according to AOAC
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(1990a, b) methods. Analyses of fatty acids were performed based on an oil basis
(Bellaloui et al., 2009; Wilcox and Shibles, 2001).
Seed carbohydrate concentrations were determined using near infrared reflectance
(AD 7200, Perten, Springfield, IL) according to the procedure described by Bellaloui et
al. (2009) and Wilcox and Shibles (2001). Seed sugars, sucrose, raffinose, and stachyose,
were analysed as per the methods described by Boydak et al. (2002) and Wilcox and
Shibles (2001) and expressed based on a seed dry weight.
Data Analysis
The experiment layout was completely randomized design with two factors and
twelve replications. Data were analyzed using SAS program with PROC GLM model two
way analysis, and Fisher protected LSD tests at P ≤ 0.05 was used to determine the
significance of treatment effects (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Sigma Plot 13.0
(Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) was used for regression analysis, and the bestfit regression models were selected based on R2 values.
Results and Discussion
In the present study, temperature treatments imposed few days before flowering
for those plants grown under outdoor conditions allowed us to quantify soybean cultivar
yield and seed quality parameters without the confounding effects of temperature during
early-season. The day/night and resulting average temperature treatments from 17 to
32°C represent many soybean producing areas in the U.S. and the world. Since we did
not find differences among the temperature treatments and between cultivars, the average
temperatures estimated from the two treatments were used for all the regression analysis
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(Table 7.1). Therefore, the functional algorithms between temperature and seed quality
parameters will be useful to improve the functionality of soybean models.
Biomass and Seed Yield
Temperature treatments affected soybean total dry weight in both the cultivars,
but no differences were recorded between the cultivars at each temperature treatment
(Table 7.2; Fig. 7.1). Plants grown at the three moderate temperatures (25/17 to 33/25°C)
produced 223 g plant-1, when averaged across treatments and cultivars. Plants grown at
the very high temperature caused 11% lower total biomass than those grown at those
moderate temperature treatments.
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Table 7.2

Analysis of variation across the temperatures (T), cultivars (C), and their
interaction (T × C) of two soybean cultivar growth and seed quality
parameters, measured at the final harvest, 120 days after sowing and 92
days after temperature treatment.
Parameters

T

C

T×C

Total plant weight, g plant-1

*

ns

***

Seed yield, g plant-1

***

***

***

Individual seed weight, g seed-1

*

ns

ns

Protein, g kg-1

***

ns

**

Oil, g kg-1

***

ns

**

Palmitic acid, g kg-1

***

ns

**

Stearic acid, g kg-1

***

ns

ns

Oleic acid, g kg-1

***

**

***

Linoleic acid, g kg-1

**

*

ns

Linolenic acid, g kg-1

***

ns

***

Sucrose, g kg-1

***

***

ns

Raffinose, g kg-1

**

***

*

Stachyose, g kg-1

***

***

***

*, **, and ***, are indicate significance at 0.05, 0.01, 0.001 probability level,
respectively, and “ns” indicates non-significance.

No differences were observed between the cultivars (Table 7.2; Fig. 7.1b).
Individual seed weight showed a linear response to temperature with heavier seeds (0.2 g
seed-1) at 18°C and seed weight declined by 2.6% for 1°C). Seed yield per plant, a
product of individual seed weight and number of seed, also varied among temperature
treatments and between cultivars. These results corroborates with the findings of others
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(Gibson and Mullen, 1996; Sionit et al., 1987; Thomas and Raper, 1977) who reported
low temperature regime grown plants produced smaller and abnormally shaped seed.
Soybean seed yield showed quadratic trend with temperature in both the cultivars
(Fig. 7.1C). Also, based on regression parameters, the estimated cardinal temperatures
(14.44, 25.49, and 36.54°C and 12.08, 23.02 and 33.96°C for minimum, optimum and
maximum thresholds for AG and PR cultivars, respectively) and maximum seed yield at
optimum temperature (77 and 68 g plant-1 for AG and PR cultivars, respectively) varied
among the two cultivars studied. Seed yield was lower in both the cultivars for plants
grown at the low temperature, but the decline in seed yield at the high temperatures was
much greater in PR than AG from the respective maximum yield observed (Fig. 7.1C).
Since there were differences for individual seed weight among the temperature treatments
except for the high temperature-grown plants, the seed yield differences were mostly
from retained pods and seed produced at those treatments. Gibson and Mullen (1996)
showed that exposing soybean plants to high temperature treatment, 35°C, from
flowering to maturity reduced the seed yield by 27% compared with 30°C, which was
less than the results that observed in the present study, 32 and 67% for AG and PR,
respectively. The difference between the studies may due to the different cultivars used in
these studies.
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Figure 7.1

Temperature effects on soybean seed (A) total weight (B), individual seed,
and (C) seed weight for plants harvested at 120 days after sowing. The
temperature treatments were imposed prior to flowering (28 days after
sowing). Each data point is mean of twelve replications and standard errors
are shown if the values are larger than the symbols.
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Seed Protein and Oil Contents
The protein content did not show a significant difference (P > 0.05)
between the cultivars and it decreased quadratically (R2 = 0.35) with increasing
temperature up to 25°C and slightly increased at the two higher temperatures (Fig. 7.2A).
Temperature treatment 21/13°C and 37/29°C had the highest protein content, followed by
the other treatments, suggesting that low and high temperature during the reproductive
stage did not cause a direct reduction for soybean protein content; however, the lower
seed yield at those temperature treatments exhibited the total lost in protein content,
which is undesirable for soymilk as well as tofu yield. The protein content under the wide
range of temperature treatment was 408 to 438 g kg−1, which was consistent with the
range reported in the previous studies (Wilson, 2004; Gao et al., 2009). Similar to the
present finding, Wolf et al. (1982) and Pipolo et al. (2004) found that temperature had a
significant effect on the protein content of soybean and reported increased protein content
at low and high temperature while low protein content observed at average temperature
around 25°C. Similarly, in a geographic variation effects on soybean seed protein content
for a large number of data using the SOYGRO phenology model, Piper and Boote (1999)
found that increasing temperature during soybean seed filling decreased protein content
quadratically from 14.6 to 28.7°C, which is less than the range used in the present study.
Soybean protein content subjects to some factors in addition to temperature including
nitrogen uptake, photoperiod, and oil content. Since the present study provided nutrient
equally at all temperature treatment with the same photoperiod, the oil synthesis at
different temperature seems to be direct impact on protein content because the negative
relationship observed at previous studies (Wolf et al., 1982; Filho et al., 2001).
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Oil is important to the soybean industry because of its high economic value as a
source of a major renewable feedstock for biodiesel production and edible oil. In this
study, regardless of the cultivar effect, there was a significant increase in oil content due
to temperature up to optimum and then declined with further increasing, or in other
words, higher oil content was observed at optimum compared with low and high
temperature treatments. Under optimum temperature, oil content ranged from 194-201g
kg-1 (19.4 – 20.1%) (Fig. 7.2B), which is near or equal to the minimum value of 20%
required by the industry (Wilson, 2004). Quadratic response function best described the
relationship between oil content and temperature treatments with R2 = 0.72, which is in
agreement with Piper and Boote (1999). At low, 21/13°C and high, 37/29°C, temperature
treatments, low oil content was observed. On an average, soybean seed oil content at
33/25°C was higher by 17, 11, 1, and 16% than soybean seed oil content at 21/13, 25/17,
29/21, and 37/29°C respectively. Similar to our findings, in meta-analysis of
environmental study by Rotundo and Westgate (2009) found that soybean oil content had
negative relative response to temperature. Seed oil content has a correlation with other
seed composition parameters such as seed yield and protein content. Due to this
correlation, improving seed oil content while maintaining higher protein content is
complicated. Soybean seed oil and protein contents showed an inverse relationship
(Bellaloui et al., 2009). Therefore, low and high temperature were associated with higher
amount of protein content (Fig. 7.2A) and less amount of oil (Fig. 7.2B), which exhibited
in previous studies (Dornbos and Mullen, 1992; Khan et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2009; Wolf
et al., 1982).
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Figure 7.2

Temperature effects on soybean seed (A) protein and (B) oil content for
plants harvested at 120 days after sowing. The temperature treatments were
imposed prior to flowering (28 days after sowing). Each data point is mean
of twelve replications and standard errors are shown if the values are larger
than the symbols.

Seed Fatty Acids
Soybean seed fatty acid content depends on several factors including
environmental. Wolf et al. (1982) reported that acid composition in soybean seed was
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extremely impacted by temperature during seed maturation. Saturated fatty acid, palmitic
and stearic acid, contents in seed oil showed quadratic trends with temperature treatments
(Fig. 7.2). Palmitic and stearic acid content increased with temperature treatments for
both the cultivars up to 29/21°C treatment and then declined when temperature increased
further. Temperature, low or high, was associated with reduction in saturated fatty acid at
past studies on soybean (Rennle and Tanner, 1989) and sunflower (Izquierdo et al.,
2002). Palmitic acid decreased 21, 10, 13, and 24% when soybean cultivars grown at
21/13, 25/17, 33/25, and 37/29°C, respectively, compared with soybean cultivars grown
at 29/21°C. Hou et al. (2006) reported that high temperature during seed filling period
was responsible to increase the saturated fatty acid content in soybean; however, wolf et
al. (1982), showed that palmitic remained unchanged by temperature treatments. Stearic
acid, also decreased 20, 11, 2, and 3% when soybean cultivars grown at 21/13, 25/17,
33/25, and 37/29°C, respectively, compared with soybean cultivars grown at 29/21°C.
High correlation was observed between temperature and palmitic and stearic acid content
with R2 = 0.67 and 0.91 respectively. In general, fatty acids often depend on the
environment factors, and temperature is one of most important factors that can impact
fatty acid content through the process of synthesis and absorption of nutrients. Extreme
temperature, low or high, reduced stearic acid content in soybean seed in one of the
soybean lines (A6) that known as possess a high stearic acid (Rennle and Tanner, 1989);
however, no changing exhibit in stearic acid content by temperature according to Wolf et
al. (1982). Unsaturated fatty acids including oleic, linolenic, and linoleic acid were
significantly impacted by temperature as well as a significant difference was observed
between soybean cultivars in terms of oleic and linoleic acids. However, no significant
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difference was found for linolenic acid between the cultivars (Table 7.2). Howell and
Collins (1957) reported that environmental factors had an impact on fatty acids,
especially, unsaturated type. In this study, oleic acid in soybean seed for both the
cultivars stabilized from temperature 21/13 to 29/21°C and then increased quadratically
with increasing temperature treatments (Fig. 7.3A); however, Thomas et al. (2003)
showed that oleic acid content slightly affected by temperature between 28/18 to 36/26°C
and then rapidly increased for further temperature treatments.
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Figure 7.3

Temperature effects on soybean seed saturated fatty acid content, (A)
palmitic acid and (B) stearic acid, for plants harvested at 120 days after
sowing. The temperature treatments were imposed prior to flowering (28
days after sowing). Each data point is mean of twelve replications and
standard errors are shown if the values are larger than the symbols.
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Figure 7.4

Temperature effects on soybean seed unsaturated fatty acid content, (A)
oleic acid, (B) linolenic acid, and (C) linoleic acid, for plants harvested at
120 days after sowing. The temperature treatments were imposed prior to
flowering (28 days after sowing). Each data point is mean of twelve
replications and standard errors are shown if the values are larger than the
symbols.
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Wolf et al. (1982) found that oleic acid was 13.1% at cool condition (18/13°C)
and increased to 38.7% at hot condition (33/28°C) with sharp increase equal to196%. In
the present study, oleic acid was 15.5% at lowest temperature treatment (21/13°C) for
both cultivars and increased to 22.6% for AG and 29.4 for PR at higher temperature
treatment (37/29°C) with an increase of 31.4 and 47.3% for AG and PR respectively. A
higher correlation was observed between temperature and oleic acid content with R2 =
0.94 for AG and 0.99 for PR. Elevated air temperature during reproductive growth stages
contributed by increased soybean oleic acid (Dornbos and Mullen, 1992). On an average,
PR had a higher oleic acid compared with AG. Similar result for oleic acid was found by
Fernandez-Moya et al. (2002) in sunflower and Gibson and Mullen (1996) in soybean.
Soybean linolenic acid content decreased linearly with increasing temperature for both
cultivars. A negative linear correlation with R2 = 0.74 for soybean linolenic acid was
found (Fig. 7.3B). Linoleic acid reduced by temperature treatment and the highest
reduction observed at 33/28°C (Wolf et al., 1982). The fatty acid composition could vary
during seed formation due to number of factors, such as genotype and environment
factors. In this experiment linolenic acid content ranged between 58 to 108g kg-1, and it
was observed at 37/29 and 21/13 °C, respectively. Linoleic acid decreased quadratically
with increasing temperature treatments, and R2 was 0.85 for AG and 0.96 for PR (Fig.
6.3C). The low content of linolenic acid was associated with low content of linoleic acid
and high content of oleic acid (Rennle and Tanner, 1989), which is similar to what was
observed in this study. On an average, AG had a higher linoleic acid content compared
with PR. High content of linoleic acid was found at low temperature treatment, 21/13°C,
and it was higher by 2, 3, 3, and 6 % for AG and 1, 1, 4, and 11 PR compared with
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soybean grown at 25/17, 29/21, 33/25, and 37/29 °C respectively. Linoleic acid content
ranged between 561 to 600 g kg-1 for AG and 528 to 591 g kg-1 for PR, and those were
observed at 37/29 and 21/13 °C respectively. Wilcox and Cavins (1992) reported that
linolenic acid was the most responsive to temperature compared with other five fatty
acids, and it decreased linearly with increasing temperature. Linolenic acid at low
temperature, 18/13°C, was 16.4%, and high temperature, 33/28°C, was 5.0% (Wolf et al.,
1982). In conclusion, temperature treatment modified soybean content including
saturated and unsaturated fatty acids.
Seed Sugars
Soluble sugars, especially sucrose, are major sources of energy for fermentation and
increases sweetness of soymilk and tofu (Hou et al., 2009). Environmental factors
including temperature play an importance role in agriculture production by impacting the
quantity and quality of crop yield. In the present study, temperature during reproductive
growth stages and cultivars significantly affected soybean seed sugar contents including
sucrose, raffinose and stachyose (Table 7.2). Compared with elevated temperature
treatment, Thomas et al. (2003) reported that soybean grown at 28/18°C had higher
percentage of carbohydrate. Quadratic responses were the best described the relationship
between temperature and soybean seed sugar contents. Sucrose content decreased with
increasing temperature for both cultivars, and R2 was 0.92 for AG and 0.96 for PR (Fig.
7.5A). Soybean cultivar PR had a higher sucrose content compared with AG. High
sucrose content was found at low temperature treatment, 21/13°C, and it was 59 and 47 g
kg-1 for PR and AG respectively. High temperature treatment, 37/29°C, reduced sucrose
about 57% for AG and 60% for PR compared with 21/13°C. According to Wolf et al.
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(1982) and Kumar et al. (2010), soybean sucrose content at temperature 18/13°C was the
highest among a higher temperature treatment, which is similar to the present study
observation.
On the other hand, soybean raffinose content slightly increased with temperature
treatment up to 29/21°C and then slightly decreased for AG; however, for PR, it started
high at low temperature, 21/13°C, and then slightly decreased with increasing
temperature treatment (Fig. 6.5B). The temperature treatments 18/13 to 33/28°C did not
change soybean raffinose content (Wolf et al., 1982); however, in the present study, there
was a correlation between raffinose and temperature, and R2 was 0.58 for AG and 0.88
for PR. On average, PR had a higher raffinose content compared with AG, which is in
agreement with what Kumar et al. (2010). They reported that raffinose and stachyose
contents were varied based on the genotype and it exhibited a small difference between
the two cultivars for stachyose content at temperatures 33/25°C and 37/29°C. However,
the two cultivars had a large gap at starting point of 21/13°C. Stachyose content in AG,
slightly increased with increasing temperature treatment up to 29/21°C and then
decreased; however, PR stachyose content decreased with increasing temperature
treatments. The highest stachyose content was recorded at 21/13°C, 55 mg g-1 while the
highest reduction in stachyose content recorded at 37/29°C, 30 mg g-1. In general, PR had
a higher stachyose content compared with AG. In this study, stachyose reduction at a
wider range of temperature treatment was higher than previous observations reported by
Wolf et al. (1982).
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Figure 7.5

Temperature effects on soybean seed sugar content, (A) sucrose, (B)
raffinose, and (C) stachyose, for plants harvested at 120 days after sowing.
The temperature treatments were imposed prior to flowering (28 days after
sowing). Each data point is mean of twelve replications and standard errors
are shown if the values are larger than the symbols.
Conclusion

In this study, two cultivars with different growth habit were evaluated on total biomass,
seed yield and seed quality parameters that are important to animal and human
consumption. Greater decline in seed yield was observed at higher temperature. Cultivar
dependent maximum seed yield was observed at optimum temperatures of 26 and 24 °C
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for AG and PR cultivars. The declines in seed yield were greater than the decline in total
biomass at higher temperatures. Temperature treatment modified soybean seed quality
parameters such as protein, oil, fatty acid and sugar contents, which are critical to
soybean seed industry and human and animal nutrition. Seed protein content showed a
quadratic response to temperature and exhibited increased protein content at the two high
and low temperatures compared to optimum. Seed oil, on the other hand, increased with
temperature up to 25 °C and declined at higher temperatures. There were differences
between the cultivars for protein and oil contents. Saturated and unsaturated fatty acid
contents in soybean seed responded differently to temperature treatments. Palmitic acid
was less at low and high temperature treatments, and stearic and oleic acid contents
increased with increasing temperature treatments. Linolenic and linoleic acids were less
at high temperature. Although AG cultivar showed a greater seed yield, it produced less
sucrose and stachyose. These data also emphasize the sensitivity of soybean seed yield
and quality to temperature, particularly to higher temperatures and cause one appreciate
the need for heat-tolerant cultivars with better quality seed to meet the industry needs.
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CHAPTER VIII
GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Abiotic stresses affect crop growth and developmental processes and can cause
extensive losses to yield and product quality. Among the abiotic stresses, the temperature
is one of the important factors that influence all aspects of crop growth and development.
In spite of several studies on stress effects on soybean, quantitative functional
relationships between plant processes and temperature at all stages of the crop including
seed quality are not fully addressed so far. The objectives of this study were to investigate
the temperature effects on all aspects of soybean growth and development. Five
experiments were conducted at a wide range of temperatures under optimum water and
nutrient conditions at specific growth stages. Two cultivars, Asgrow AG5332 (AG) and
Progeny P5333RY (PR) from MG V with different growth habits, were used in all
studies. All studies except the seed germination experiment were conducted in sunlit
plant growth chambers know as Soil-Plant-Atmosphere-Research (SPAR) chambers
under optimum water and nutrient conditions. The germination experiment was
conducted in vitro seed germination technique using a temperature-controlled incubator.
Based on the experiments, here are the inferences and outcomes.
Seed germination


A 3-parameter sigmoid curve best-described time-series data of cumulative seed
germination at all temperatures in both the cultivars.
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The maximum seed germination percentage, time to 50% germination, and seed
germination rate, estimated from those germination time-series data, were not
different among the cultivar.



Maximum seed germination was about 95% and did not change between 10 and
40°C, but declined to 65% at 42.5°C.



A quadratic model best-described time to 50% seed germination and temperature
relationship (R2 = 0.88) and decreased up to 28°C and increased slightly at higher
temperatures. Based on the seed germination rate, the inverse relationship of time
to 50% germination, the estimated cardinal temperatures for soybean seed
germination were 8.56°C for the minimum (Tmin), 27. 91°C for optimum (Topt),
and 46.92°C for maximum. ((Tmax).
Seed emergence



No differences were observed between the cultivars in their response to
temperature for a time to 50% germination.



A quadratic model (QM) best described the relationship between time to 50% and
seed germination rate (R2 = 0.93). Based on this model, the estimated minimum
or base and optimum temperatures for soybean seed emergence were 10.6 and
36.7°C, respectively.



At the optimum temperature, it took five days to reach t50% whereas, at the
lowest temperature imposed in this experiment (~16°C), it took almost double that
time, 10.8 days
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Both the new QM and traditionally used Growing Degree Day (GDD) models,
when tested against the data collected for validation, agreed closely with the
observed data. However, based on model statistics, R2, root mean square errors
(RMSE) and comparison of observations and predictions to assess model
performance, the new QM model performed better than the GDD model. The QM
reduced the overall variability by 58% and improved performance by 10% over
the GDD model in predicting SGR across a wide range of experimental conditions
and cultivars.
Early-season root and shoot growth



Significant temperature effects were observed on shoot and root growth
parameters measured at three weeks as planting.



Cultivars differed significantly for plant height, mainstem nodes, stem weight,
root volume, and root tips across temperature treatments. The Progeny cultivar
showed taller plants with more numbers of root tips and mainstem leaves while
AG was higher in root volume.



The shoot and root growth parameters responded similarly temperature responses.
However, the root traits have a lower optimum (29.91°C) than the shoot
parameters (36.56°C).
Vegetative development and flowering (VE to R1)



Cultivars varied in their response to temperature during vegetative development,
particularly for growth parameters, and the temperature optimums for various
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parameters. The PR cultivar showed taller plants, greater leaf area and biomass
across all cultivars compared to AG cultivar.


Node addition rate, however, was not different among the cultivars but increased
with increase in temperature.



The flowering time (R1) from emergence showed quadratic trends with an
increase in temperature up to 28°C and increased slightly at the higher
temperatures. The PR cultivar, on an average, took 15 additional days to reach
flowering compared AG cultivar across temperatures.



The quadratic function of temperature and rate of flowering time from seed
emergence, predicted accurately when tested against data collected on 18 cultivars
belonging to MG III and V (slope = 0.956 and R2 = 1.0).
Reproductive growth and development (R1 to R8) and seed quality)



The pod maturation from flowering (R1 to R8) increased quadratically with the
increase in temperature in both the cultivars up to 28°C, 73 days for AG and 64
days for PR observed at 28°C, and declined slightly at the higher temperatures.



Pod and seed yield and individual seed weights and harvest indices showed
quadratic trends with maximum values at 25.8°C for AG and 23.4°C for PR. In
general, AG cultivar showed higher yield and harvest index than the PR cultivar
across the temperatures.



Temperature also affected seed quality; oil content was higher the two lower and
higher than at the optimum temperatures. Oil content increased up to 25°C and
declined at the higher temperatures.
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Palmitic and stearic acids showed quadratic responses to temperature, while
linoleic and linolenic acids declined linearly with temperature.



Oleic acid, on the other hand, was not different at the three lower temperatures but
increased at the higher temperatures.



Sucrose, raffinose, and stachyose contents declined with an increase in
temperature in both the cultivars.



The functional algorithms could be helpful for management and in improving
crop models.
Determinate and Indeterminate growth habit and their differences



Based on the two cultivars, Asgrow AG5332 (AG) with indeterminate and
Progeny P5333RY (PR) with determinate growth habit belonging to MG V, the
following inferences are drawn from the studies.
 The PR cultivar showed more vigorous plant growth during vegetative
development, flowered almost 15 days later and matured nine days earlier
than the AG cultivar from flowering.
 The AG cultivar also exhibited greater photosynthesis across a wide range
of temperatures and partitioned more of that photosynthate to reproductive
parts yield greater yield across a very broad range of temperatures, except
at the very low temperature investigated in this study.
 The AGR cultivar also showed higher temperature optimums for many
seed traits including yield.
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 Also, the AG cultivar was more compact in overall plant architecture than
the PR cultivar and thus may allow easy machine harvest.
Inferences for Management, Improving
Soybean Models, and for The Industry


The temperature and soybean growth and developmental functional algorithms
could be helpful in improving crop simulation models for field applications and in
assisting policy decisions.



The developmental rates such as planting to seed emergence, flowering time and
pod maturity will be helpful to soybean producers in predicting specific events
across US soybean belt and for planting date options. Based on historical weather
data, soybean producers could plan when to plant certain cultivars for maximum
yield.



The seed industry could use the temperature and pod developmental time (R1 to
R8) to select the best place to produce quality seed for the next generation.



The seed industry could also use the temperature and developmental rates
(Planting VE, VE to R1 and R to R8) and seed quality functional algorithms to
predict soybean seed quality to help assist marketing strategies.
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